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1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Computer models are commonly used to study potentially complex systems not amenable
to physical experimentation. Given certain input conditions, a computer model may fail due
to numerical difficulties or forbidden states in the underlying physical model it represents.
Such constraints are called hidden constraints if they are discoverable only upon failure of an
attempted computer model execution. When searching for input conditions that maximize
or minimize computer model output, optimization procedures that ignore hidden constraints
may lead to computationally expensive failed model executions. This research seeks efficient
computer model optimization in the presence of hidden constraints.
Computer models and hidden constraints are introduced in Chapter 2, which also discusses
several contextual examples that motivate optimization within hidden constraints. Gaussian
stochastic process (GaSP) models are then introduced as statistical computer model emula-
tors, and corresponding notation is defined. Section 2.2 defines expected improvement and
explains its role in optimization. Following description of a previous approach to optimization
within hidden constraints, a novel approach that involves jointly modeling computer output
and the region of hidden constraints is proposed. The joint model’s likelihood function is
developed, as are corresponding parameter estimation techniques. Expected improvement
computed based on this model underlies the proposed new method of computer model opti-
mization within hidden constraints. Chapter 2 concludes with a pair of illustrative examples
indicating that the proposed optimization procedure appears to avoid selecting computer
model input vectors that would lead to failed computer model executions.
2Chapter 3 describes a Bayesian approach to the optimization problem introduced in
Chapter 2. While the previous approach computes expected improvement by substituting
estimates for true parameter values in the joint GaSP model, Bayesian methodology acknowl-
edges parameter uncertainty. Bayesian expected improvement results from examination of
the posterior predictive improvement distribution, which incorporates uncertainty originating
in the prior parameter distributions. A Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure provides this
quantity but demands repeated likelihood evaluation, an exercise requiring its own Monte
Carlo procedure described in Chapter 2. To avoid the inefficiency of a nested Monte Carlo
algorithm, Sections 3.2 and 3.3 devise a method for approximating the likelihood function
anywhere in the parameter space based on a limited number of likelihood evaluations at
selectively chosen parameter values. Chapter 3 concludes by showcasing Bayesian techniques
on an example initially introduced in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 presents a case study applying techniques introduced in previous chapters to a
mathematical-ecological example. Lotka (1925) and Volterra (1928, translated in Chapman
1931) propose a system of differential equations to model population sizes in a two-species
system of predators and prey. Despite its advantages, the Lotka-Volterra model produces
suspect representation of small populations, subjecting it to failure if either population drops
below a specified size. Thus, a computer model implemented to produce solutions to the
system of differential equations is subject to hidden constraints. An optimization problem
arises by introducing external interference to the two-species system. Prey may be gleaned
from the system by introducing specific rates of prey harvest and predator reduction, with
the goal of maximizing total prey harvest within a specified time period. Using techniques
introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 demonstrates complete implementation of the
proposed novel approaches to optimization within hidden constraints. Chapter 5 provides
a content overview, summarizes primary findings, and suggests several promising directions
for future research.
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4CHAPTER 2. COMPUTER MODEL OPTIMIZATION
WITHIN HIDDEN CONSTRAINTS
2.1 Introduction
After introducing relevant context, terminology, and notation, this chapter presents a
novel and efficient approach to computer model optimization within hidden constraints. It
then demonstrates the proposed procedure in a pair of illustrative examples.
2.1.1 Computer models
A computer model is a program written to evaluate a deterministic mathematical model of
a potentially complex system. Computer models can be useful when physical experimentation
is difficult or impossible. For example, they could simulate fuel flow through a complicated
pipeline network or traffic flow through a large road network. Computer models are also
commonly used to model weather and climate. Often computationally expensive, such models
may take hours or days to provide an output for a given set of input conditions.
A common objective of computer model exploration is optimization: identification of
computer model input conditions that maximize or minimize computer model output. For
example, optimization of a computer model for oil extraction from the earth might require
determining the placement and pumping schedule of wells to extract oil from a reservoir most
rapidly, using minimal energy, with the least environmental impact, or at minimal cost.
52.1.2 Optimization within hidden constraints
Computer model executions may fail at certain input conditions due to forbidden states in
the underlying physical model that the computer model represents. At other input conditions,
failure may result from numerical difficulties arising in the computer code, such as failure
to solve a system of differential equations. When such failures cannot be predicted with
certainty before executing the computer model, the computer model is said to be subject to
hidden constraints.
According to Choi and Kelley (2000, p. 1159), the term hidden constraint describes
situations in which “there is no a priori way to tell if [a set of input conditions] is feasible
without attempting to evaluate the function.” Audet, Dennis, and Le Digabel (2010) define
hidden constraints as those that remain unknown until after an objective function evaluation
attempt. The authors state that a hidden constraint “implicitly excludes a portion of decision
variable space that is feasible with respect to all the other constraints” (p. 194). Unlike other
conditions such as bound constraints, hidden constraints may not be checked in isolation
without evaluating the objective function.
Audet et al. (2010) discuss the presence of hidden constraints in several optimization
problems arising from contexts such as styrene production, aircraft design, and placement of
groundwater wells to limit the spread of a contaminant (also discussed in Fowler et al. 2008;
Fowler, Kelly, Kees, and Miller 2004; Lee, Gramacy, Linkletter, and Gray 2010, 2011; Mayer,
Kelley, and Miller 2002). Carter, Gablonsky, Patrick, Kelley, and Eslinger (2001) consider
hidden constraints arising in a computer model for the cost of gas transmission through
a pipeline. The model involves two input variables representing flow settings. For fixed
flow rates, a single computer model evaluation requires internal optimization of the system’s
pressure settings. At certain flow rates, however, the pressure optimization subproblem has
no solution. In this case, the computer model fails to return an output value, indicating the
presence of a hidden constraint. Choi and Kelley (2000) discuss another pipeline network
6optimization problem, first presented by Carter, Schroeder, and Harbick (1993), which
involves hidden constraints manifested as a “disconnected” feasible region.
As hidden constraints are only discovered upon computer model execution failure, opti-
mization procedures that ignore them may involve many computationally expensive failed
executions. The objective of this research, efficient computer model optimization in the
presence of hidden constraints, leads to the following modified definition of optimization.
Optimization within hidden constraints means finding the input conditions that lead to suc-
cessful model executions, and from among these, minimize or maximize the output quantity
of interest.
2.1.3 Gaussian stochastic process (GaSP) models
Although computer models can allow convenient simulation of a physical system, each
execution may require significant computing time. Therefore, some optimization methods
rely on a statistical approximation of the computer model. The Gaussian stochastic process
(GaSP) model (Santner, Williams, and Notz 2003, p. 27) fills this role, assisting optimization
routines by identifying promising computer model inputs. Jones, Schonlau, and Welch (1998)
list several advantages of aiding optimization with stochastic process models: fewer required
optimization iterations, a credible rule for stopping the search, and better understanding of
the underlying computer model. Sacks, Welch, Mitchell, and Wynn (1989) and Santner et al.
(2003) also provide thorough discussions of the use of GaSPs in computer experiments. The
following subsections introduce the GaSP model we shall use, along with relevant notation.
2.1.3.1 Unconditional GaSP model (prior to computer model execution)
Define the computer model input space D ⊂ Rd, and let the vector xi = (x1i , . . . , xdi )′ ∈ D
represent a particular set of computer model input conditions. Let Y (xi) denote the computer
model output at xi, i = 1, . . . , n, and define a stationary GaSP
Y (·) ≡ {Y (x) : x ∈ D} (2.1)
7such that E[Y (x)] = µ, Var[Y (x)] = σ2, and
Cov[Y (xi), Y (xj)] = σ2Rθ(xi − xj) = σ2Rθ(δij), (2.2)
where δij = xi − xj = (x1i − x1j , . . . , xdi − xdj )′ = (δ1ij, . . . , δdij)′, and Rθ(·) is a positive semi-
definite correlation function involving the spatial correlation parameter θ and satisfying
lim
δ→∞
Rθ(δ) = 0 and lim
δ→0
Rθ(δ) = 1. This structure then allows us jointly to model computer
output from a series of n input vectors as
Y = (Y (x1), . . . , Y (xn))′ ∼MVN(µ1, σ2Rθ), (2.3)
where 1 represents an n× 1 vector of 1s, and the i, j entry of the correlation matrix Rθ is
given by {Rθ}ij ≡ Rθ(δij) =
d∏
k=1
Rθ(δkij). As Rθ(·) is a positive semi-definite function, this
product correlation form ensures that Rθ is an n × n positive semi-definite matrix for any
xi and xj, i, j = 1, . . . , n. Thus, as its name implies, the Gaussian stochastic process model
represents computer output via the multivariate normal distribution.
2.1.3.2 Conditional GaSP model (after computer model execution)
After executing the computer model at n different input vectors, we may use the GaSP
model to obtain the conditional distribution of Y (x0), the predicted computer model output
at an untried input vector, x0. To see this, select a series of input vectors x1, . . . ,xn
and denote the corresponding computer output Y 1 = (Y (x1), . . . , Y (xn))′. Next, select
a second set of input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m and denote the corresponding computer output
Y 0 = (Y (x01), . . . , Y (x0m))′. Together, Y 1 and Y 0 follow the joint multivariate normal
distribution Y 1
Y 0
 ∼MVN

µ1
µ1
 ,
σ2Rθ,11 σ2Rθ,12
σ2Rθ,21 σ
2Rθ,22

 . (2.4)
This is the unconditional model for computer output. Suppose then that we execute the
computer model at input vectors x1, . . . ,xn, thereby obtaining y1 = (y(x1), . . . , y(xn))′,
8an observation of the random vector Y 1. Having obtained this observation, we may use
the GaSP model to find the conditional distribution of Y 0. Because (Y 1,Y 0)′ follows a
multivariate normal distribution defined by the Gaussian stochastic process model (2.4), the
conditional distribution of Y 0 involves the well-known expressions for the mean and variance
of a conditional multivariate normal distribution:
E[Y 0 | y1] = µ1+Rθ,21R−1θ,11(y1 − µ1) (2.5a)
and
Var[Y 0 | y1] = σ2(Rθ,22 −Rθ,21R−1θ,11Rθ,12). (2.5b)
Although the GaSP model structure of this subsection was presented as though (2.2), (2.3),
(2.4), and (2.5) involve known parameter values, practical inference procedures usually regard
them as unknown. Estimation of unknown parameter values is subsequently discussed in
Subsection 2.2.4 and exemplified in Section 2.3.
2.2 Computer Model Optimization Framework
2.2.1 Optimization via expected improvement
Having introduced the basic GaSP model structure, we may use it to aid optimization
of computer model output. Mockus, Tiesis, and Zilinskas (1978) propose an optimization
technique involving expected improvement (see also Gramacy and Lee 2011; Jones et al.
1998). Expected improvement, and the improvement statistic that underlies it, are defined
as follows. Let ymax denote the largest computer model output value y(x) observed thus far.
Now, consider an untried input vector x0 and let the random variable Y (x0) represent the
corresponding computer output. The improvement of Y (x0) above ymax is defined as the
random variable
I(x0) =

Y (x0)− ymax, Y (x0)− ymax > 0
0, Y (x0)− ymax ≤ 0.
(2.6)
9Integrating (2.6) over the conditional distribution of Y (x0) yields expected improvement. As
specified by the GaSP model, Y (x0) has a conditional univariate normal distribution. Let
µx0 and σ2x0 denote this distribution’s mean and variance, respectively, as resulting from
(2.5). Then, the expected improvement at x0 is given by
E[I(x0)] =
∞∫
ymax
(t− ymax) 1
σx0
φ
(
t− µx0
σx0
)
dt, (2.7)
where φ(·) is the standard normal probability density function.
Expected improvement can guide a computer model optimization procedure as follows.
First, select x∗ = arg max
x0∈D
E[I(x0)], the input vector that maximizes expected improvement
across D. Computing E[I(x0)] on a grid spanning D allows convenient identification of
an approximate x∗. Second, execute the computer model at x∗ to obtain the computer
model output y(x∗). If it exceeds all previously observed values of computer output, y(x∗)
becomes the new ymax. Third, refit the GaSP model using the newly acquired y(x∗) together
with the output of previous computer model executions, (y(x1), . . . , y(xn))′. This results in
updated E[I(x0)] for all x0 ∈ D. Optimization may proceed by repeating these three steps
until continued iteration yields no further improvement above the latest ymax, or until no
x0 ∈ D exhibits positive expected improvement, whichever occurs first. The procedure aims
to identify the x0 that maximizes computer model output across D.
The expected improvement optimization procedure searches the input space in a sensible
manner: at each iteration, the selected x∗ will likely reside in a region where the GaSP
model Y (·) either predicts an optimal response or exhibits high uncertainty. This strikes a
balance between choosing locations with high certainty of some improvement, and gambling
on less-certain, potentially larger improvements (Lee et al. 2010, p. 5). Exploring regions
of D where little is known about computer model output makes the procedure robust to
erroneously identifying a local maximum as the ultimate ymax. Unfortunately, the procedure
does not respect hidden constraints, which may lead to computationally expensive failed
executions that provide minimal new information about the computer model.
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2.2.2 Respecting hidden constraints
Lee et al. (2010) propose a modification to facilitate optimization via expected improve-
ment in the presence of hidden constraints. They estimate
h(x0) ≡ Prob( hidden constraint is not violated at x0 ) (2.8)
by informing a random forest classifier of the observed success/failure status of attempted
computer model executions at x1, . . . ,xn. Then, at each iteration of an optimization pro-
cedure, they execute the computer model at the input vector x∗ that maximizes expected
constrained improvement:
x∗ = arg max
x0∈D
E[I(x0)]h(x0). (2.9)
Evident from the product form of (2.9), this criterion for choosing x∗ is developed from an
assumption that the computer model failure mechanism is independent of the GaSP at x0.
In the following, we describe an alternative approach that does not require this assumption.
2.2.3 A unified framework
Whereas Lee et al. (2010) model hidden constraints independently of computer output,
we propose exploiting possible dependence between hidden constraints and computer model
output. This approach has some potential advantages. First, by intrinsically combining
representations of computer output and the region of hidden constraints in a single model
structure (subsequently presented in Subsection 2.2.3.2), it creates a unified framework for
optimization via expected improvement. Second, by summarizing the association between the
computer model output and the hidden constraints via a model parameter, this method could
potentially yield insight into the underlying mechanism responsible for hidden constraints.
For example, an extreme parameter value could indicate tendency for the computer model
to fail as output approaches very large (or very small) values.
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2.2.3.1 Modeling hidden constraints
The proposed unified structure first requires a hidden constraint model easily linked with
the GaSP model for computer output. Let ∆ ⊂ D represent the region of the input space
where the computer model executes successfully (i.e. the feasible region). Define the spatial
processes W (·) ∈ {0, 1} and Z(·) ∈ R across the input space D such that
x ∈ ∆ ⇐⇒ W (x) = 1 ⇐⇒ Z(x) ≥ c (2.10a)
and
x /∈ ∆ ⇐⇒ W (x) = 0 ⇐⇒ Z(x) < c, (2.10b)
where c ∈ R is an unknown constant requiring estimation. W (x) is observed for each
computer model execution, regardless of the execution’s outcome. Z(·) ≡ {Z(x) : x ∈ D}
is an unobservable latent GaSP that models the “censoring” of computer output by hidden
constraints. Although Z(x) is not directly observable, W (x) provides censored information
about Z(x). Observations ofW (x) facilitate inference about the spatial correlation parameter
θ (introduced in (2.2)) and c, thereby providing information about the boundaries of ∆ and
strengthening ability to limit computer model executions to x ∈ ∆. Without loss of generality,
define Z(·) such that E[Z(x)] = 0, Var[Z(x)] = 1, and Cov[Z(xi), Z(xj)] = 12Rθ(xi−xj) =
12Rθ(δ), where Rθ(·) has the same form and spatial correlation parameter θ as in (2.2). By
construction, Z(·) models the feasible region. That is,
Z(x)

≥ c, x ∈ ∆
< c, x /∈ ∆,
(2.11)
where c requires estimation.
As indicated above, the GaSP model Z(·) exhibits a specified mean and variance. It also
bears a correlation structure and parameter identical to that of the computer output GaSP
model Y (·) defined in (2.1), thereby facilitating tractable formulation of a joint Gaussian
12
model, introduced in Subsection 2.2.3.2 that follows. The practice of fixing certain GaSP
model parameters is mentioned by De Oliveira (2005), who explores inference and prediction
based on censored GaSP data. Although his work explores a fundamentally different censoring
mechanism than the latent GaSP introduced here, De Oliveira suggests fixing the GaSP
variance and correlation (smoothness) parameters at appropriate values to deal with extreme
censoring patterns that produce non-identifiability of parameters.
2.2.3.2 Jointly modeling computer output and hidden constraints
Thus far, the proposed model framework involves two GaSP models: the model for
computer output, Y (·) ≡ {Y (x) : x ∈ D}, and the latent model for the region of hidden
constraints, Z(·) ≡ {Z(x) : x ∈ D}. In the case of n computer model input vectors,
x1, . . . ,xn, these GaSP models result in two multivariate normal random vectors:
Y = (Y (x1), . . . , Y (xn))′ ∼MVN(µ1, σ2Rθ) (2.12a)
and
Z = (Z(x1), . . . , Z(xn))′ ∼MVN(0, 12Rθ). (2.12b)
To model association between the computer model output and the region of hidden con-
straints, we introduce a cross-correlation parameter ρ and specify a joint Gaussian distribution
for the two processes. Together, Y and Z obey the joint multivariate normal distributionY
Z
 ∼MVN

µ1
0
 ,
σ2Rθ ρσRθ
ρσRθ Rθ

 , (2.13)
where the elements of Z are subject to (2.11) and the elements of Rθ are defined in Subsec-
tion 2.1.3.1 (and more specifically defined in Subsection 2.3.1, for the examples of Sections
2.3, 3.5, and 4.4.) As mentioned previously in Subsection 2.2.3, identifying association be-
tween the computer model output and the region of hidden constraints, as summarized by
the parameter ρ, may yield insight into the underlying mechanism responsible for hidden
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constraints. Although imposing the same correlation structure, Rθ, upon both Y (·) and Z(·)
constitutes a strong modeling assumption, it improves ability to estimate model parameters
given the lack of direct observations of Z(·).
2.2.4 Estimating parameters of the joint model
Having specified the joint model for computer output and the region of hidden constraints,
we may construct the likelihood function required for parameter estimation. Although the
model involves five parameters, (2.15) provides closed-form expressions for µˆ and σˆ2 given
values of θ, ρ, and c. Therefore, we may express the profile likelihood function of the parameter
vector η = (θ, ρ, c)′, maximized in µ and σ2. Executing the computer model at input vectors
x1, . . . ,xn yields two data vectors: the computer model output y∆ = (y(x1?), . . . , y(xm?))′
and the success/failure indicator w = (w(x1), . . . , w(xn))′ (a vector of 0s and 1s representing
the failure (0) or success (1) of each successive model execution). As indicated, input vectors
yielding successful computer model executions may be referenced by consecutive indices
1?, . . . ,m?. Thus, m? denotes the number of successful computer model executions, where
m? ≤ n, as some executions may fail, yielding no output. Note that each input vector yielding
a successful computer model execution may be referenced in two ways: first, via an index
denoting its place among all input vectors (e.g. xn); and second, via a starred index denoting
its place among input vectors yielding successful computer model executions (e.g. xm?). The
numerical values of the two indices of a particular input vector may differ.
The likelihood function for η = (θ, ρ, c)′, for fixed µ and σ2, is then
L(η | y∆,w) = p(y∆ | θ)
∫
n∏
i=1
Ai
p(z | y∆, θ, ρ) dz, (2.14a)
where
Ai =

(−∞, c], w(xi) = 0
[c, ∞), w(xi) = 1.
(2.14b)
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In his exploration of censored spatial data, De Oliveira (2005, p. 98) specifies a likelihood
function similar to (2.14), although his model involves only a single stochastic process rather
than a pair of jointly Gaussian stochastic processes. Note that the likelihood function is
the product of the marginal distribution of the computer output y∆ and the conditional
distribution of the latent process z | y∆, both of which are multivariate normal distributions.
As only censored observations of the elements of z are available (through w), the exact value
of z remains unknown. Therefore, evaluating the likelihood function requires integrating
p(z | y∆) over the n-dimensional region n∏
i=1
Ai that contains z. The parameter c is involved
only through construction of this region of integration, as specified by (2.14b). For a given
η, closed-form approximate maximum likelihood estimates (MLEas) µˆ and σˆ2 are given by
µˆ | η = 1′R−1θ y∆/1′R−1θ 1 (2.15a)
and
σˆ2 | η = (y∆ − µˆ1)′R−1θ (y∆ − µˆ1)/m?, (2.15b)
respectively. Although the expressions in (2.15) yield exact conditional maximum likelihood
estimates (MLEs) in the case of uncensored GaSP models, here they yield conditional MLEas
due to the censored observations of Z(·). These values, however, are henceforth treated
as exact conditional MLEs, as small parameter perturbations have negligible effect on the
model predictions, which play a more important role in this context. (Even the true GaSP
model MLEs lack consistency under infill asymptotics (Lahiri 1996), yet produce consistent
predictions.)
As the likelihood function (2.14) involves an integral that is difficult to evaluate an-
alytically, we instead turn to Monte Carlo methods. After briefly exploring a standard
Monte Carlo integration approach, we examine a more computationally efficient method that
accomplishes Monte Carlo integration via importance sampling.
15
2.2.4.1 Likelihood evaluation: standard Monte Carlo integration
Evaluating L(η) at η∗ = (θ∗, ρ∗, c∗)′ via Monte Carlo integration requires generating
z1, . . . ,zN (N n-vectors) from the distribution p(z | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗). Then, the likelihood function
is estimated as
LˆMC(η∗ | y∆,w) = p(y∆ | θ∗) · 1
N
N∑
j=1
1{zj ∈
n∏
i=1
Ai}, (2.16)
where 1{·} represents the indicator function. Note that while θ∗ and ρ∗ appear explicitly in
the draw distribution p(z | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗), c∗ enters (2.16) through the term n∏
i=1
Ai, as specified
in (2.14b). Standard Monte Carlo integration is potentially inefficient as a large number
of the N zj may not lie in
n∏
i=1
Ai, especially when the zj are of large dimension due to a
large number of computer model executions (n). Therefore, we turn to an alternative, more
efficient method: Monte Carlo integration via importance sampling.
2.2.4.2 Likelihood evaluation: Monte Carlo integration via importance sam-
pling
Similar to the previous method, Monte Carlo integration via importance sampling requires
generating z1, . . . ,zN (N n-vectors) from the conditional distribution of z | y∆. However,
instead of drawing from p(z | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗) as before, we will draw each zj from h(z | y∆,η∗),
where h(·) is constructed to have the region n∏
i=1
Ai as its support. Thus, all the zj will lie
within the target distribution’s region of integration. For the jth draw, we then compute the
importance weight
dj =
p(zj | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗)
h(zj | y∆,η∗) (2.17)
and estimate the likelihood function as
LˆI(η∗ | y∆,w) = p(y∆ | θ∗) · 1
N
N∑
j=1
(
1{zj ∈
n∏
i=1
Ai} · dj
)
(2.18a)
= p(y∆ | θ∗) · 1
N
N∑
j=1
dj, (2.18b)
where (2.18b) follows from (2.18a) as each zj drawn from h(z | y∆,η∗) lies in
n∏
i=1
Ai.
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Constructing the importance distribution Stein (1992) provides a starting point
for choosing the distribution h(·) for drawing z1, . . . ,zN during importance sampling. Stein
models spatial data for which observations beneath a certain threshold are unobservable.
Similar to hidden constraints, this “threshold censoring” produces regions in the spatial
domain where direct data observation is impossible. However, whereas Stein’s model involves
one spatial stochastic process censored when it crosses a level plane threshold, our model
involves joint Gaussian processes with censoring governed by the random latent GaSP model
Z(·), as expressed in (2.11). As this constitutes an entirely different model structure and
censoring mechanism, importance sampling in the present context requires a fundamentally
different implementation. Yet, we may adapt Stein’s proposal for constructing an importance
distribution h(·) for use with our likelihood function.
To evaluate the likelihood function at the parameter value η∗, we wish to generate
z1, . . . ,zN from the truncated multivariate normal importance distribution h(z | y∆,η∗),
which has support
n∏
i=1
Ai. The following procedure demonstrates generating z = (z1, . . . , zn)′
(dropping the subscript from zj, as each zj may be generated similarly) from h(z | y∆,η∗).
We first draw z1 from
h1(z1) =
g1(z1 | y∆) · 1{z1 ∈ A1}∫
A1
g1(z1 | y∆) dz1 , (2.19a)
where g1(·) is a conditional univariate normal probability density function truncated to A1,
the first component of
n∏
i=1
Ai, the region of integration appearing in the likelihood function.
The mean and variance of g1(·) are available from (2.5); the parameter η∗ is suppressed in
(2.19) for clarity. Next we concatenate z1 to the conditioning set of g2(·) and draw z2 from
h2(z2) =
g2(z2 | y∆, z1) · 1{z2 ∈ A2}∫
A2
g2(z2 | y∆, z1) dz2 . (2.19b)
Note that g2(·) is also restricted to the appropriate component of
n∏
i=1
Ai. We continue this
process such that zn, the final element of z, is drawn from
hn(zn) =
gn(zn | y∆, z1, . . . , zn−1) · 1{zn ∈ An}∫
An
gn(zn | y∆, z1, . . . , zn−1) dzn , (2.19c)
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where gn(·) is conditional upon not only the observed computer output y∆, but also all pre-
viously drawn elements of z. The vector z is thus constructed element-wise from conditional
univariate draws, each element conditional upon y∆ and all previously drawn elements. As
each element of z was restricted to an appropriate interval Ai, z will lie within
n∏
i=1
Ai. Thus,
the truncated multivariate normal distribution h(z | y∆,η∗) = n∏
i=1
hi(zi) is constructed as
the product of truncated conditional univariate normal distributions, each restricted to a
certain component of the region of integration appearing in the likelihood function, such that
h(z | y∆,η∗) has support n∏
i=1
Ai.
The preceding procedure of selecting conditional univariate draws results in a z drawn
from h(z | y∆,η∗). Stein (1992, p. 96) implies that the method’s behavior may depend slightly
on the order in which zi are drawn and added to the conditioning sets of the univariate gi(·)
distributions. Although Stein found quantities computed from such draws to be insensitive
to this ordering, we endeavored to minimize any potential “order effect” by generating the
zi in a random order, still maintaining the appropriate position of each zi within z. The
algorithm below provides a convenient method for generating z as described above.
Algorithm for drawing z from the importance distribution h(·) The following
algorithm, inspired by Stein (1992), facilitates drawing from the conditional distributions
displayed in (2.19). Suppose we wish to generate the vector z = (z1, . . . , zn)′. Recall that
each element of z corresponds to a computer model input vector x1, . . . ,xn, so z may be
written as z = (z(x1), . . . , z(xn))′ to indicate the correspondence. The procedure’s first step
aims to minimize the aforementioned potential “order effect” by drawing the elements z(xi)
in a different random order for each vector z1, . . . ,zN .
1. Create the vector rand = (rand1, . . . , randn)′, a random permutation of the integers
1, . . . , n, and accordingly permute x1, . . . ,xn to produce xrand1 , . . . ,xrandn .
• The goal is to produce zrand = (z(xrand1), . . . , z(xrandn))′, a permuted version of
z, one element at a time from h(z | y∆,η∗).
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2. Permute w (which is based on the original observed computer model output) to create
wrand = (w(xrand1), . . . , w(xrandn))′.
3. Using the parameter η∗ as a plug-in value, generate z(xrand1) from h(z(xrand1)) ≡
h(z(xrand1) | y∆,η∗) (see (2.19a)) as follows:
(a) If w(xrand1) = 0, we must generate z(xrand1) from h(z(xrand1)), which has support
to the left of c∗. In a manner inspired by Stein (1992), this may be accomplished
by drawing as follows:
• Using the standard formulae for the conditional mean and variance of a
multivariate normal distribution displayed in (2.5), compute the conditional
mean and variance of z(xrand1)|y∆ and denote them µz(xrand1 ) and σ2z(xrand1 ),
respectively.
• Generate R ∼ Uniform(0, 1).
• Compute
z(xrand1) = µz(xrand1 ) +
√
σ2z(xrand1 )
Φ−1
R · Φ
c∗ − µz(xrand1 )√
σ2z(xrand1 )
 , (2.20)
where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution.
(b) If w(xrand1) = 1, we must generate z(xrand1) from h(z(xrand1)), which has support
to the right of c∗. This may be accomplished by drawing as follows:
• Perform the steps itemized in 3(a), except compute
z(xrand1) = µz(xrand1 ) +
√
σ2z(xrand1 )
Φ−1
(1−R) · Φ
c∗ − µz(xrand1 )√
σ2z(xrand1 )
+R

(2.21)
instead of the quantity shown in (2.20).
4. Repeat step 3 for the next input vector, xrand2 , except replace y∆ with (y∆,z(xrand1))′
as the conditioning set.
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5. Continue this process, each time concatenating z(xrandi) to the conditioning vector,
until zrand = (z(xrand1), . . . , z(xrandn))′ is produced.
6. Appropriately reorder the elements of zrand to form the vector z1, the first draw from
h(z | y∆,η∗).
7. Repeat the entire process, starting with the creation of a new permutation vector rand,
to generate each of the remaining vectors, z2, . . . ,zN .
Computing importance weights Having drawn vectors z1, . . . ,zN from the impor-
tance distribution h(z | y∆,η∗), we will examine the corresponding importance weights
d1, . . . , dN . The expressions in (2.22) below simplify the expression for dj given in (2.17):
dj = p(zj | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗)
/
h(zj | y∆,η∗) (2.22a)
=
n∏
i=1
gi(zji | y∆, . . . )
/
n∏
i=1
hi(zji | y∆, . . . ) (2.22b)
=
n∏
i=1
(
gi(zji | y∆, . . . )
/
hi(zji | y∆, . . . )
)
(2.22c)
=
n∏
i=1
∫
Ai
gi(zji | y∆, . . . ) dzji, (2.22d)
where Ai is specified in (2.14b). (2.22a) shows dj as the ratio of the target distribution
to the importance distribution, both evaluated at zj. (2.22b) expresses each multivariate
distribution as the product of conditional univariate distributions, and this expression is
rearranged in (2.22c). (2.22d) follows as hi(·) may be written as the ratio shown in (2.19).
This makes the dj available via integration of conditional univariate normal probability
density functions with parameter values computed in step 3(a) of the preceding algorithm
for drawing the zj. Thus, the importance weights dj can be computed as the product of
normal probabilities, a task readily accomplished in statistical software such as R (R Core
Team 2015).
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2.2.4.3 Maximizing the likelihood function
Equipped with the importance weights dj, we can estimate the likelihood function (2.14)
using the importance sampling estimate (2.18b). That is, we estimate the likelihood function
L(η∗ | y∆,w) = p(y∆ | θ∗)
∫
n∏
i=1
Ai
p(z | y∆, θ∗, ρ∗) dz, (2.23a)
using the importance sampling estimate
LˆI(η∗ | y∆,w) = p(y∆ | θ∗) · 1
N
N∑
j=1
dj, (2.23b)
where dj is specified in (2.22d). Having explored a procedure for evaluating the likelihood
function at any particular parameter value, we may maximize the likelihood function via
numerical optimization to obtain the parameter estimate ηˆ = (θˆ, ρˆ, cˆ)′. As the closed-form
conditional MLEas µˆ and σˆ2 play a role in the likelihood evaluation procedure of Subsection
2.2.4.2, the parameter estimate resulting from likelihood maximization, ηˆ = (θˆ, ρˆ, cˆ)′, is
also an MLEa, rather than an exact MLE. The statistical software R (R Core Team 2015)
offers the function optim(), which can maximize (2.23b) via a choice of several numerical
optimization techniques. Additionally, we may use (2.23b) to produce contour plots depicting
the log-likelihood function across selected portions of the parameter space. Note that such
objectives require coding (2.23b) with an internal procedure to generate dj, j = 1, . . . , N ,
by conditionally sampling the corresponding zj from the importance distribution h(·) using
the algorithm described previously. Figures 2.2 and 2.5 of the examples in Section 2.3 depict
profile log-likelihood functions computed via this technique.
2.2.5 Optimizing computer model output
As mentioned in Subsection 2.1.2, the primary objective of this research is efficient com-
puter model optimization in the presence of hidden constraints. An optimization procedure
based on expected improvement under the joint model (2.13) accounts for the presence of
hidden constraints when searching for the input vector that maximizes computer output.
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The following steps illustrate a procedure for calculating a Monte Carlo estimate of expected
improvement at m candidate computer model input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m. We may then it-
eratively execute the computer model at the most promising input vector and re-evaluate
expected improvement until the maximum output is achieved.
2.2.5.1 Simulating the latent process at the original input vectors
The procedure begins by performing importance sampling, making use of the approximate
maximum likelihood parameter estimate ηˆ = (θˆ, ρˆ, cˆ)′ identified in Subsection 2.2.4.3. Plug-
ging the MLEa ηˆ into the importance distribution h(z | y∆,η), we draw z1, . . . ,zN , where
zj = (zj(x1), . . . , zj(xn))′, from the truncated conditional multivariate normal distribution
h(z | y∆, ηˆ), each draw yielding a corresponding importance weight dj. These draws may be
selected using the procedure described in Subsection 2.2.4.2. Each zj constitutes a realization
of the latent process Z(·) across the input vectors x1, . . . ,xn at which the computer model
was originally executed, conditional on the observed computer model output y∆.
2.2.5.2 Simulating computer model output at candidate input vectors
For each zj, we draw a realization of the computer output, y0j = (yj(x01), . . . , yj(x0m))′,
and a realization of the latent process, z0j = (zj(x01), . . . , zj(x0m))′, across the m candidate
computer model input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m. These realizations are simultaneously drawn
from the conditional joint multivariate normal distribution p(y, z | y∆, zj, ηˆ). That is, each
(y0j , z0j )′ is drawn conditionally upon the original computer output y∆ and the previously
drawn realization of the latent process zj = (zj(x1), . . . , zj(xn))′. Having drawn N realiza-
tions of the latent process Z(·) and the computer output Y (·), we compute improvement
statistics I1(x0i ), . . . , IN(x0i ) (see (2.24) following continued discussion below) at each of the
m candidate input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m. Expected improvement (2.25) is then computed for
each input vector x0i as a weighted average of the improvement statistics, where each Ij(x0i )
is weighted by the importance weight dj generated upon drawing zj.
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2.2.5.3 Computing expected improvement
Achieving positive improvement with yj(x0i ), the jth Monte Carlo computer output real-
ization at the ith candidate input vector, requires satisfying two conditions. First, it requires
that zj(x0i ) > cˆ, implying that wj(x0i ) = 1 and x0i ∈ ∆ (see (2.10)). This suggests that
the computer model input vector x0i lies in the feasible region ∆, thereby allowing a suc-
cessful computer model execution. Second, it requires that yj(x0i ) > ymax, which suggests a
relatively large computer model output at x0i . These conditions allow us to define Ij(x0i ),
the improvement statistic for the jth Monte Carlo computer output realization at the ith
candidate input vector:
Ij(x0i ) =

yj(x0i )− ymax, zj(x0i ) > cˆ and yj(x0i )− ymax > 0
0, zj(x0i ) ≤ cˆ or yj(x0i )− ymax ≤ 0.
(2.24)
Expected improvement at x0i is then computed as the weighted average of improvement
values:
EI(x0i ) =
N∑
j=1
(
Ij(x0i ) ·
dj∑N
j=1 dj
)
, (2.25)
where dj is computed as in (2.22d).
The procedure for calculating expected improvement provides the framework for an
iterative optimization routine. Arranging the m candidate input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m in a grid
covering the computer model input space allows identification of regions of positive expected
improvement. The computer model may then be executed at the input vector x0i with the
greatest expected improvement, and the resulting computer model output value provides
additional information useful for re-estimating GaSP model parameters. We may then
recompute expected improvement across a grid x01, . . . ,x0m and again execute the computer
model at the most promising input vector. The optimization procedure may be stopped
when continued iteration produces no further improvement in ymax, or when none of the
candidate input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m exhibit positive expected improvement, whichever occurs
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first. Chapter 4 exemplifies implementation of each of these termination rules, depicted in
Figures 4.10 and 4.6, respectively.
2.3 Illustrative Examples
The examples of this section demonstrate the proposed expected improvement opti-
mization procedure in practice. Performing computer model optimization using simulated
computer output allows direct observation of the region of “hidden” constraints, thereby
enabling judgment of the optimization routine’s performance. The following demonstration
thus requires three steps: first, we simulate computer model output subject to hidden con-
straints; second, we estimate the parameters of the joint GaSP model (2.13); and third, we
implement the procedure of Subsection 2.2.5 to take a step toward optimization of the simu-
lated computer model. While the examples of Section 4.4 demonstrate complete execution
of the optimization procedure (see Figures 4.6 and 4.10), this section clearly illustrates each
step without iterating to completion. Although the methods presented here are applicable to
a computer model input space of any dimension, we illustrate using computer model inputs
x ∈ R2, which allows visualization of the input space.
2.3.1 Simulating computer model output
We first simulate (y(xi), z(xi))′, i = 1, . . . , n, according to model (2.13). This requires
specifying a valid correlation function to produce the indicated covariance structure. The
nonnegative cubic correlation function (Currin, Mitchell, Morris, and Ylvisaker 1991) shown
in (2.26) fills this role, as it is a positive semi-definite function satisfying lim
δ→∞
Rθ(δ) = 0 and
lim
δ→0
Rθ(δ) = 1.
Rθ(δ) =

1− 6(θδ)2 + 6(θ|δ|)3, |δ| < 12θ
2(1− θ|δ|)3, 12θ ≤ |δ| <
1
θ
0, |δ| ≥ 1
θ
(2.26)
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Table 2.1 Parameter choices for model (2.13) used to simulate computer model output
θ ρ c µ σ2
1.00 0.50 0.00 5.00 2.50
Define computer model input vectors xi = (x1i , x2i )′ and xj = (x1j , x2j)′. Let δij ≡ xi − xj =
(x1i − x1j , x2i − x2j)′ = (δ1ij, δ2ij)′, and define the i, j entry of the correlation matrix Rθ as
{Rθ}ij ≡ Rθ(δij) =
2∏
k=1
Rθ(δkij). As noted in Subsection 2.1.3.1, this product correlation form,
involving the positive semi-definite function Rθ(·), ensures that Rθ is a positive semi-definite
matrix for any xi and xj, i, j = 1, . . . , n. Simulating data from model (2.13) requires choosing
values for the parameters θ, ρ, µ, and σ2. In addition, to simulate hidden constraints, we
must select a value c and declare y(xi) unobservable when z(xi) < c. Table 2.1 displays the
parameter choices used in the examples of Subsections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Example 1
Figure 2.1 displays the result of executing a simulated computer model at n = 20 two-
dimensional input vectors selected according to a space-filling Latin hypercube design (McKay,
Beckman, and Conover 1979; Santner et al. 2003, p. 127). When executed at an input vector
designated by an open square, the computer model failed due to simulated hidden constraints.
Regions affected by such constraints appear at the top and bottom of Figure 2.1, while the
middle portion indicates 10 successful executions. Computer model output values appear
below the closed circles, which represent the input vectors of successful model executions.
The input vector yielding maximum computer output, ymax = 6.55, is indicated in red.
To fit model (2.13) to the data in Figure 2.1, we numerically maximize the estimated
likelihood function (2.23b). Figure 2.2 displays the profile log-likelihood function of θ and ρ,
maximized in c, with a closed circle indicating its peak. Note that there exist closed-form
MLEas µˆ and σˆ2 (see (2.15)) conditional upon specified values of θ, ρ, and c. Table 2.2
displays the MLEas of all five parameters and the corresponding parameter values used to
simulate the computer model output displayed in Figure 2.1. The MLEa θˆ matches the
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Figure 2.1 Result of simulated computer model executions for Example 1. x1 and x2 denote
computer model input variables; closed circles, with resulting output, indicate
successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions.
Table 2.2 Estimates of model (2.13) parameters for Example 1
θ ρ c µ σ2
Actual 1.00 0.50 0.00 5.00 2.50
Estimate 0.95 0.58 0.42 4.16 1.43
value of θ particularly well, and the corresponding log-likelihood function peak indicates its
stability. However, the vertical ridge in Figure 2.2 indicates more uncertainty about the
estimate of ρ. As ρˆ summarizes association between the computer model output Y (·) and
the unobservable latent process Z(·), it relies heavily on censored information. This reliance
produces flatness in the log-likelihood function along the ρ axis.
Before computing expected improvement across the computer model input space, we
may re-examine Figure 2.1 to consider plausible regions of positive expected improvement.
The three largest computer model output values in Figure 2.1 (y = 5.49, y = 5.76, and
ymax = 6.55) are located near the center, arranged in increasing order from top to bottom,
as x2 decreases. Ignoring the failed executions near the bottom of the figure, it seems logical
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Figure 2.2 Profile log-likelihood function of model (2.13) parameters for Example 1
to search for the global maximum starting at the current ymax and extending downward
in the input space toward smaller x2 values. However, in this portion of the input space,
failed computer model executions suggest caution. As we desire efficient optimization, we
hope to avoid executing the computer model at input vectors in regions affected by hidden
constraints. Thus, we hope the expected improvement optimization procedure of Subsection
2.2.5 guides the search away from infeasible portions of the input space.
Figure 2.3 displays expected improvement, calculated as in (2.25), at a collection of 400
candidate computer model input vectors. Positive values of expected improvement appear in
red, and locations of zero expected improvement appear in blue. The largest value, EI = 0.04,
is circled in red. Note that the corresponding input vector has a larger x2 coordinate than
the previously observed ymax, indicated by the red closed circle. As desired, the first iteration
of the optimization procedure guided the search toward the interior of the feasible region,
shaded in gray. Note that very few input vectors with positive expected improvement lie
outside the feasible region, again suggesting that the optimization procedure tends to avoid
areas affected by hidden constraints. The location of the true maximum computer model
output is displayed as a green closed circle on the edge of the feasible region. Although
the first step of the optimization procedure suggested moving from the previous ymax in the
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Figure 2.3 Expected improvement for Example 1. x1 and x2 denote computer model in-
put variables; gray shading indicates feasible region; black closed circles, with
resulting output, indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; small numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected im-
provement; open circle indicates maximum expected improvement; green closed
circle indicates true maximum.
direction opposite the true maximum, this step avoided the infeasible region of the computer
model input space as desired.
Continuing the optimization procedure would require executing the computer model at the
circled input vector, optionally re-estimating the parameters of the joint GaSP model (2.13)
using the estimated likelihood function (2.23b), and recalculating expected improvement as
described in Subsection 2.2.5. Section 4.4 presents examples in which the optimization pro-
cedure is continued until its natural conclusion, i.e. until the objective function is maximized
according to one of the two alternative termination criteria introduced in Subsection 2.2.1.
In particular, Figure 4.6 illustrates continuing until no candidate input vector yields positive
expected improvement, while Figure 4.10 illustrates continuing until successive iterations
yield no further improvement in ymax.
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Figure 2.4 Result of simulated computer model executions for Example 2. x1 and x2 denote
computer model input variables; closed circles, with resulting output, indicate
successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions.
2.3.3 Example 2
Figure 2.4 displays another Latin hypercube configuration of n = 20 simulated computer
model executions. Those in the lower right portion of the input space resulted in computer
model failure, while the rest correspond to successful executions. The maximum computer
model output, ymax = 5.71, is indicated in red. Most of the large output values appear in
the upper left quadrant, initially suggesting that a search for the global maximum should
focus on this portion of the input space.
For this example, the parameters of model (2.13) are estimable in the same manner as
for Example 1. The profile log-likelihood function and resulting parameter estimates are
displayed in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.3, respectively. The profile log-likelihood function exhibits
similar characteristics to those depicted in Figure 2.2. As Table 2.3 reveals, the estimates θˆ
and µˆ lie in close proximity to their respective true underlying parameter values. Although
the other estimates deviate slightly from their corresponding true values, recall that GaSP
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Figure 2.5 Profile log-likelihood function of model (2.13) parameters for Example 2
Table 2.3 Estimates of model (2.13) parameters for Example 2
θ ρ c µ σ2
Actual 1.00 0.50 0.00 5.00 2.50
Estimate 1.09 0.76 -0.80 5.15 0.53
model parameter estimation plays only an intermediate role in the optimization procedure.
As mentioned in Subsection 2.2.4, model predictions play a more important role and are
somewhat insensitive to small parameter variations.
Figure 2.6 displays values of expected improvement computed throughout the computer
model input space. Promising regions lie in the bottom left quadrant and near the top
edge, as indicated by positive expected improvement values displayed in red. Expected
improvement values of at least 0.15 are circled in red. Although large expected improvement
values were anticipated on the plot’s left side near the location of ymax, the region of positive
improvement at the top edge is perhaps more surprising. Yet this region contains the input
vector with the greatest expected improvement, EI = 0.27, circled in bold red. This input
vector lies immediately adjacent to the true maximum displayed in green. As indicated
in Subsection 2.2.1, expected improvement optimization procedures may explore regions
containing few computer model executions, and therefore exhibiting high uncertainty. In this
example, the upper portion of the input space lacked computer model executions. This region
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Figure 2.6 Expected improvement for Example 2. x1 and x2 denote computer model in-
put variables; gray shading indicates feasible region; black closed circles, with
resulting output, indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; small numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected im-
provement; thin open circles indicate EI ≥ 0.15; bold open circle indicates
maximum expected improvement; green closed circle indicates true maximum.
exhibited high expected improvement, and also contained the true maximum. Thus, the
optimization procedure nearly identified the true maximum in a single iteration. Complete
optimization would require further iteration until achieving satisfaction of a termination
criterion, as subsequently demonstrated in the examples of Section 4.4.
2.4 Conclusion
Many computer modeling applications require identifying the combination of computer
model input values yielding the maximum computer model output. This may require an itera-
tive search procedure involving many executions of the potentially computationally expensive
computer model. The search may be complicated by hidden constraints: conditions that
lead to computer model failure at certain input vectors, unknown prior to computer model
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execution. To promote efficient optimization by reducing the number of failed executions,
we have proposed a computer model optimization procedure based upon jointly modeling
computer model output and the region of hidden constraints. The procedure iteratively selects
computer model input vectors with the largest expected improvement, computed based on
the joint model. Because the region of hidden constraints is modeled during optimization,
the number of failed computer model executions may be reduced, thereby improving the
efficiency of computer model optimization within hidden constraints.
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTER MODEL OPTIMIZATION
WITHIN HIDDEN CONSTRAINTS: BAYESIAN APPROACH
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Subsection 2.2.5, one method of computing expected improvement at an
untried computer model input vector requires repeatedly simulating computer output and
the latent process, conditional on the previously observed computer output and corresponding
simulated latent process. This Monte Carlo technique first requires fitting the joint GaSP
model (2.13) to the previously observed computer model output. The parameter estimate
ηˆ = (θˆ, ρˆ, cˆ)′ and the associated conditional estimates of µ and σ2 are then used as plug-in
values in the joint GaSP model, from which computer output is simulated by drawing from a
particular conditional multivariate normal distribution. Although common in practice, this
“plug-in” approach generally underestimates prediction uncertainty by treating uncertain
estimates as true parameter values.
By contrast, a Bayesian approach acknowledges parameter uncertainty and propagates
it through to the resulting posterior predictive distribution of expected improvement. This
chapter first explores an efficient likelihood computation procedure required for generating
draws from the Bayesian posterior distribution of GaSP model parameters. The resulting
parameter values are then used to compute posterior predictive expected improvement, which
underlies the Bayesian approach to computer model optimization within hidden constraints.
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3.2 Selectively Evaluating the Likelihood Function
3.2.1 Evaluating the likelihood fuction
Subsection 2.2.4 describes a procedure for evaluating the likelihood function of the joint
GaSP model (2.13). This procedure requires specification only of the parameters θ, ρ, and
c, yielding closed-form conditional approximate maximum likelihood estimates (MLEas) for
µ and σ2, as presented in (2.15). Thus, the likelihood maximization procedure presented in
Subsection 2.2.4.3 requires no explicit consideration of µ and σ2, although the conditional
MLEas µˆ and σˆ2 are repeatedly computed internally during the numerical optimization
procedure.
In the Bayesian framework, drawing from the posterior parameter distribution via a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure requires ability to evaluate the likelihood
function anywhere in the parameter space. That is, rather than only relying upon conditional
MLEas for µ and σ2, we must evaluate the likelihood function for any arbitrarily selected
values of the model parameters. Modifying the Monte Carlo likelihood computation tech-
nique of Subsection 2.2.4.2, as described in the following paragraph, enables this. However,
implementing this Monte Carlo procedure within each iteration of an MCMC algorithm
presents an excessive computational burden. Subsection 3.2.2 therefore introduces an algo-
rithm requiring Monte Carlo likelihood evaluation at only a select group of parameter values,
yet able to approximate the likelihood function anywhere in the parameter space.
The likelihood computation method of Subsection 2.2.4.2 may be extended to allow arbi-
trary values of µ and σ2, rather than only their conditional MLEas, as follows. The previous
procedure implements importance sampling to draw realizations of the latent process, zj,
from h(z | y∆,η∗). Each zj is constructed element-wise from the truncated conditional uni-
variate normal distributions specified in (2.19). The means and variances of these conditional
univariate distributions, computable via (2.5), depend on µˆ and σˆ2 of (2.15), the conditional
MLEas for the parameters µ and σ2 of the distribution of y∆. Thus, evaluating the likelihood
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function at arbitrary values of µ and σ2 requires substituting the desired arbitrary values
into (2.5), replacing the conditional MLEas µˆ and σˆ2 computed in (2.15).
3.2.2 Constructing a parameter grid
3.2.2.1 Summary
An MCMC procedure for drawing from the posterior parameter distribution of model
(2.13) requires the ability to evaluate the likelihood function at any selected parameter
value. As described in Subsection 2.2.4.2, each likelihood evaluation requires its own Monte
Carlo procedure. Although designed to operate efficiently via importance sampling, such
Monte Carlo evaluations still impose a computational burden. We therefore propose a
method requiring only a limited number of likelihood evaluations, from which an approximate
likelihood value quickly can be calculated anywhere in the parameter space.
The procedure begins by evaluating the likelihood function on a grid spanning a region
of the parameter space with relatively high likelihood. Starting at the global MLE, or
a suitable approximation identifiable as described in Subsection 2.2.4.3, a high-likelihood
region is defined iteratively, expanding to parameter values of increasingly lower likelihood
by continually selecting points in the parameter space surrounding those already deemed
to have an acceptably high likelihood. Expansion ceases once the region encompasses the
entire area of likely MCMC traversal. Expanding the grid across the region over which the
log-likelihood function lies within χ20.99;5/2 of its maximum (i.e. based on inverting a level
α = 0.99 likelihood ratio test) ensures that the grid covers an approximate 99% confidence
region for the five model parameters.
After evaluating the likelihood function on a grid spanning the high-likelihood region,
a noninterpolating smoother serves as a log-likelihood function surrogate. This smooth
function, the result of fitting a generalized additive model (Hastie and Tibshirani 1986,
1990), provides an approximated log-likelihood value for any parameter value the MCMC
selects. As the original grid encompasses the entire area of likely MCMC exploration, use of
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the smooth approximation avoids heavy reliance on extrapolation outside the region of the
parameter space where the likelihood function was evaluated.
3.2.2.2 Two-stage parameter grid construction
As discussed in Subsection 2.2.4, there exist closed-form conditional MLEas for the GaSP
model mean and variance parameters, µ and σ2, given values of the parameters θ, ρ, and c.
This suggests a two-stage method for expanding the likelihood grid about the global MLE. In
stage one, we select appropriately spaced grid nodes by systematically manipulating (θ, ρ, c),
as described below. Each (θ, ρ, c) has a corresponding conditional MLEa (µˆ, σˆ2), thereby
resulting in five-dimensional grid nodes of the form (θ, ρ, c, µˆ, σˆ2). Control of the first stage
of grid expansion is exercised only in the three dimensions of (θ, ρ, c), whereas the likelihood
function determines the location of each corresponding (µˆ, σˆ2). Following identification of all
(θ, ρ, c, µˆ, σˆ2) with acceptably high likelihood, stage two requires similar systematic expansion
in the µ and σ2 dimensions, for each fixed (θ, ρ, c), starting from each conditional MLEa
(µˆ, σˆ2) identified in stage one. Grid expansion ceases once the five-dimensional parameter
grid encompasses the entire region over which the log-likelihood function lies within χ20.99;5/2
(or any other selected quantity) of its maximum.
3.2.2.3 Notation
To facilitate unrestricted additive alteration of any parameter grid coordinate, we first
transform each dimension of the parameter domain to encompass the entire real line. As
θ > 0, σ2 > 0, and −1 < ρ < 1, the transformations
θ? = log(θ), (3.1a)
ρ? = log
(
ρ+ 1
2
/(
1− ρ+ 12
))
, (3.1b)
and
σ2? = log(σ2) (3.1c)
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suffice. To accommodate the two-stage grid expansion procedure mentioned previously, let
α ≡ (θ?, ρ?, c) =
(
log(θ), log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
, c
)
and let β ≡ (µ, σ2?) = (µ, log(σ2)). Let
(αˆ, βˆ) denote the (transformed) global MLE of all five parameters. For a given α, define the
corresponding (transformed) conditional MLEa β˜(α) ≡ (µˆ, σˆ2? | α).
Expanding the parameter grid to all regions of acceptably high likelihood requires an
omnidirectional search for candidate grid nodes. We suggest encoding appropriate grid
spacing in “templates,” which, when applied to existing grid nodes, yield candidate nodes
surrounding existing nodes. Candidate nodes with acceptably high likelihood are added to
the grid and thereafter receive template application themselves. The grid perimeter thus
expands until further template application yields no new parameter grid nodes of acceptably
high likelihood.
Template for stage-one parameter grid expansion Consider expanding the pa-
rameter grid around a particular α ≡ (θ?, ρ?, c) =
(
log(θ), log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
, c
)
during
stage one of the grid expansion procedure discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.2. The points
(θ?± t, ρ?±r, c±d) form the eight corners of a rectangular cuboid surrounding α = (θ?, ρ?, c).
These corners may be encoded in the template
S ≡

+t +r +d
+t +r −d
+t −r +d
+t −r −d
−t +r +d
−t +r −d
−t −r +d
−t −r −d

, (3.2)
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which, when applied to α = (θ?, ρ?, c), produces the eight new α nodes
S(α) =

α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
α6
α7
α8

=

θ? + t, ρ? + r, c+ d
θ? + t, ρ? + r, c− d
θ? + t, ρ? − r, c+ d
θ? + t, ρ? − r, c− d
θ? − t, ρ? + r, c+ d
θ? − t, ρ? + r, c− d
θ? − t, ρ? − r, c+ d
θ? − t, ρ? − r, c− d

=

log(θ) + t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
+ r, c+ d
log(θ) + t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
+ r, c− d
log(θ) + t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
− r, c+ d
log(θ) + t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
− r, c− d
log(θ)− t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
+ r, c+ d
log(θ)− t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
+ r, c− d
log(θ)− t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
− r, c+ d
log(θ)− t, log
(
ρ+1
2
/(
1− ρ+12
))
− r, c− d

.
(3.3)
The values t, r, and d may be selected either arbitrarily or using information about the log-
likelihood function’s rate of curvature at its peak, available via the Hessian matrix. Smaller
values of t, r, and d result in a denser grid and are appropriate if the likelihood function
exhibits extreme curvature in the corresponding dimensions.
Template for stage-two parameter grid expansion Now consider stage two, which
expands the parameter grid in the µ and σ2? dimensions. Each of the eight αi in S(α) has
its own corresponding conditional MLEa, β˜(αi) = (µˆi, σˆ2?i | αi) = (µˆi, log(σˆ2i ) | αi). For each
β˜(αi), i = 1, . . . , 8, the points (µi±m,σ2?i ±s) = (µi±m, log(σ2i )±s), where m and s require
specification, form the four corners of a rectangle surrounding β˜(αi). These corners may be
encoded in the template
T ≡

+m +s
+m −s
−m +s
−m −s

, (3.4)
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which, when applied to to β˜(αi), produces the four new β nodes
T (β˜(αi)) =

βi1
βi2
βi3
βi4

=

µˆi +m, σˆ2?i + s
µˆi +m, σˆ2?i − s
µˆi −m, σˆ2?i + s
µˆi −m, σˆ2?i − s

=

µˆi +m, log(σˆ2i ) + s
µˆi +m, log(σˆ2i )− s
µˆi −m, log(σˆ2i ) + s
µˆi −m, log(σˆ2i )− s

, (3.5)
each of which has the same αi coordinate.
3.2.2.4 Parameter grid construction algorithm
We propose an algorithm for constructing a five-dimensional parameter grid containing
all nodes of acceptably high likelihood. Let l(α, β) denote the log-likelihood of the parameter
set ({α}, {β}) = ({θ?, ρ?, c}, {µ, σ2?}), and let τ denote the largest “acceptable” drop in l
below its maximum value, l∗ = l(αˆ, βˆ). (As suggested in Subsection 3.2.2.1, τ = χ20.99;5/2 is
a reasonable choice.) We wish to expand the parameter grid to a collection of appropriately
spaced nodes with log-likelihood values of at least l∗ − τ .
Let A denote a collection of α values, and let B denote a collection of (α, β) values.
Starting at (αˆ, βˆ), and using a grid spacing determined by the templates (3.2) and (3.4), the
algorithm iteratively fills A with values of α for which l(α, β˜(α)) ≥ l∗− τ . It then iteratively
fills B with the values of α from A paired with all values of β for which l(α, β) ≥ l∗−τ . When
complete, B contains all (α, β) with an acceptably high likelihood value. The algorithm is
outlined below; for clarity, in some steps involving nested loops, a denotes a value of α and
b denotes a value of β.
1. Compute (αˆ, βˆ) (see Subsection 2.2.4.3), evaluate l∗ = l(αˆ, βˆ), and add αˆ (as the first
addition) to A.
2. (Referenced as “stage one” in Subsection 3.2.2.2)
For every α ∈ A:
(a) A+ ← S(α)
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(b) For every a ∈ A+:
i. If a ∈ A, remove it from A+ and move on to next a; otherwise
ii. Compute β˜(a); evaluate l(a, β˜(a))
iii. If l(a, β˜(a)) < l∗ − τ , remove a from A+
(c) If A+ is not empty, add it to A and return to step 2; otherwise move on to step 3.
Note: When the step 3 condition is met, A should contain all grid values of α for
which l(α, β˜(α)) ≥ l∗ − τ .
3. B ← {(α, β˜(α)) : α ∈ A}
4. (Referenced as “stage two” in Subsection 3.2.2.2)
For every (α, β) ∈ B:
(a) B+ ← (α, T (β))
(b) For every (a, b) ∈ B+:
i. If (a, b) ∈ B, remove it from B+ and move on to next (a, b); otherwise
ii. Evaluate l(a, b)
iii. If l(a, b) < l∗ − τ , remove (a, b) from B+
(c) If B+ is not empty, add it to B and return to step 4; otherwise move on to step
5. Note: When the step 5 condition is met, B should contain all grid values of
(α, β) for which l(α, β) ≥ l∗ − τ .
5. End
3.3 Bayesian Parameter Estimation
3.3.1 Approximating the likelihood function
In the Bayesian framework, estimating the parameters of model (2.13) via MCMC requires
ability to evaluate the likelihood function anywhere in the parameter space. Having computed
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likelihood values at only a limited collection of parameter grid nodes, we now propose a
method for quickly approximating the likelihood function at any parameter value. The
class of generalized additive models (GAMs) proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1986, 1990)
provides a suitable way of achieving this objective. Generalized additive models involve a
linear predictor based on the sum of smooth functions of the covariates. Like generalized
linear models, generalized additive models may predict a function of the response’s expected
value, with the response following any exponential family distribution (Wood 2006, p. 137).
In this case, however, we wish to implement a simple GAM by fitting a single smooth function
f(·) in five variables to the log-likelihood values, resulting in a model of the form
li = β0 + f(θi, ρi, ci, µi, σ2i ) + i, (3.6)
where li represents the log-likelihood value computed at grid node i, and i represents the
corresponding random error resulting from Monte Carlo evaluation of the log-likelihood
function.
In general, fitting a generalized additive model may require re-expressing smooth functions
appearing in the model expression. As described in Wood (2006, Chapters 3,4,5), generalized
additive models may be represented as penalized regression smoothers based on splines
(i.e. penalized regression splines). Such models are called regression smoothers because smooth
functions appearing in the model expression may be represented as a linear combination of
basis functions, such that fitting the model amounts to regressing the response on the basis
functions evaluated at the covariates. For example, as described by Wood (2006, p. 122), the
model yi = f(xi) + i can be rewritten as a linear model by representing the smooth function
f(·) as the linear combination of basis functions f(x) =
q∑
j=1
bj(x)βj, where b1, . . . , bq form a
basis defining the space of functions to which f(·) belongs. Wood (2006, p. 146) describes
why splines are an attractive option as basis functions.
A penalized regression spline model levies a penalty on overfitting. This penalty improves
the ability of (3.6) to approximate the log-likelihood values of points not belonging to
the parameter grid constructed in Subsection 3.2.2. That is, avoiding interpolation of the
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Table 3.1 Marginal prior distributions of model (2.13) parameters
Parameter Prior Distribution Mean Variance
θ Gamma 1,000 1,000,000
ρ Beta, transformed to [-1,1] 0 0.2
c Normal 0 10,000,000
µ Normal 0 10,000,000
σ2 Gamma 1,000 1,000,000
computed log-likelihood values reduces expected out-of-sample errors, thereby improving
approximation of the log-likelihood function. The size of the regression spline’s overfitting
penalty is governed by a smoothing parameter which determines the fitted model’s overall
smoothness. As discussed in Wood (2006, p. 173), this parameter may be estimated by
generalized cross-validation, which assesses the model’s ability to predict data not involved
in fitting the model. The R package mgcv (R Core Team 2015; Wood 2013) allows convenient
fitting of generalized additive models and is implemented in the example of Section 3.5.
3.3.2 Drawing from the posterior parameter distribution
3.3.2.1 Prior parameter distribution
Table 3.1 displays the collection of diffuse marginal prior distributions selected for the
parameters of model (2.13) in the example of Section 3.5 that follows. Naturally, each
distribution was chosen such that its support matches the domain of its corresponding
parameter. Selecting diffuse marginal prior distributions ensures that the likelihood function
largely determines the joint posterior distribution.
While the selected marginal prior distributions of θ, c, µ and σ2 have extraordinarily
large variances, the marginal prior distribution of ρ is somewhat mounded in the middle.
Although there exist distributions on [−1, 1] with greater dispersion than the beta distribution
referenced in Table 3.1, the indicated beta distribution was chosen for the following reason.
The MCMC procedure used to draw from the joint posterior parameter distribution relies on
proposal values generated in a transformed parameter space. In this space, ρ is transformed
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to ρ? (see (3.1b)), whose domain is the entire real line. However, as |ρ?| & 7.6 implies
|ρ| & 0.999, ρ may linger near the extremes of its domain if the random walk used to propose
draws from the posterior distribution steps outside [−7.6, 7.6] in the ρ? dimension. The beta
marginal prior distribution referenced in Table 3.1 increases the propensity of ρ draws near
the interior of its domain, thereby yielding better mixing of the Markov chain. Defining
η⊕ ≡ (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2), the marginal distributions of Table 3.1 yield the joint prior distribution
p(η⊕) ∝ exp{−0.001(θ + σ2)− 0.00000005(c2 + µ2)} ×
(
ρ+ 1
2
)(
1− ρ+ 12
)
. (3.7)
3.3.2.2 Posterior parameter distribution
Constructing the joint posterior parameter distribution for model (2.13) requires combin-
ing the likelihood function (2.14) with the joint prior distribution (3.7) as follows:
p(η⊕ | y∆,w) ∝ L(η⊕ | y∆,w)× p(η⊕) (3.8)
∝ p(y∆ | η⊕)
∫
n∏
i=1
Ai
p(z | y∆,η⊕) dz
× exp{−0.001(θ + σ2)− 0.00000005(c2 + µ2)}
×
(
ρ+ 1
2
)(
1− ρ+ 12
)
.
For a specific η⊕∗ = (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2)∗, approximating p(η⊕∗ | y∆,w), up to a proportionality
constant, requires using the approximated log-likelihood function described in Subsection
3.3.1: a generalized additive model fit to the log-likelihood values computed using the
importance sampling likelihood function estimate (2.23b).
3.3.2.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo posterior draws
In the example of Section 3.5 that follows, a random walk Metropolis algorithm (Metropo-
lis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, and Teller 1953) is used to draw repeatedly from the
joint posterior parameter distribution (3.8). At each Metropolis iteration, a candidate pa-
rameter draw is selected from a multivariate normal proposal distribution. To ensure the
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random walk Metropolis algorithm remains within the parameter space boundary, parameter
proposals are made in a transformed parameter space. That is, the parameters θ, ρ, and σ2
are transformed according to (3.1) such that each may take any value on the real line. The
parameters c and µ already have the appropriate support and thus require no transforma-
tion. The multivariate normal proposal distribution, centered at the (transformed) previous
parameter draw and having dispersion selected to ensure good Markov chain mixing with
an appropriate acceptance rate, can thus freely traverse the transformed parameter space
during Metropolis algorithm execution. Parameter proposals may then be back-transformed
before determining their acceptance to the Markov chain.
As the posterior parameter distribution involves an approximated likelihood function
computed by fitting a generalized additive model to a limited number of log-likelihood values,
we wish to avoid extreme extrapolation outside the region over which the likelihood function
was selectively evaluated. Despite having selected the prior distribution of ρ to prevent the
random walk MCMC algorithm from wandering into the far reaches of the parameter space
(see Subsection 3.3.2.1), the MCMC may still become trapped in long sequences of rejected
proposals of unlikely parameter values. To reduce attempted MCMC exploration of portions
of the posterior parameter distribution outside the region of computed likelihood values, we
place a restriction on Metropolis parameter proposals: proposals must lie within the smallest
five-dimensional cuboid containing all parameter grid nodes whose likelihood was computed
as described in Subsection 3.2.2. This restriction is sensible, as parameter proposals outside
this region have negligible likelihood and would nearly always be rejected during the MCMC.
3.4 Bayesian Expected Improvement
Computing Bayesian expected improvement requires nearly the same steps as described in
the MLE “plug-in” approach of Subsection 2.2.5. At a candidate input vector x0, averaging
a collection of improvement statistics, each resulting from simulated computer model output,
yields a Monte Carlo estimate of expected improvement. The following subsections de-
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scribe how Bayesian expected improvement differs from the version of expected improvement
explored in Subsection 2.2.5.
3.4.1 Simulating computer model output
In Subsection 2.2.5.1, realizations of the latent process zj = (zj(x1), . . . , zj(xn))′, j =
1, . . . , N , were drawn via importance sampling from the truncated conditional multivariate
normal distribution h(z | y∆, ηˆ). These draws constituted realizations of the latent process
across input vectors at which the computer model was originally executed. Then in Subsection
2.2.5.2, after selecting the set of candidate input vectors x01, . . . ,x0m at which expected
improvement was desired, realizations of the latent process, z0j = (zj(x01), . . . , zj(x0m))′, and
computer model output, y0j = (yj(x01), . . . , yj(x0m))′, were simultaneously drawn from the
conditional joint multivariate normal distribution p(y, z | y∆, zj, ηˆ). Note that zj and
(y0j , z0j )′ were drawn using the plug-in MLEa, ηˆ.
In the Bayesian context, for k = 1, . . . , K, we draw zk and (y0k, z0k)′ from h(z | y∆,η⊕k )
and p(y, z | y∆, zk,η⊕k ), respectively, where η⊕k = (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2)k is the parameter value
drawn in the kth iteration of the Metropolis algorithm described in Subsection 3.3.2.3. As
with the zj selected via importance sampling in Subsection 2.2.5.1, each draw zk yields a
corresponding importance weight, dk.
3.4.2 Computing posterior predictive improvement
In Subsection 2.2.5.3, expected improvement at input vector x0i was computed as a
weighted average of improvement values Ij(x0i ), j = 1, . . . , N , each resulting from simulated
computer output obtained using the plug-in MLEa ηˆ. In the Bayesian approach, each MCMC
parameter draw η⊕k yields a single improvement value Ik(x0i ), computed as in (2.24). The
collection of Ik(x0i ), k = 1, . . . , K, each weighted by its corresponding importance weight dk,
forms the posterior predictive improvement distribution for input vector x0i . The mean of
this distribution is the Bayesian expected improvement at input vector x0i .
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Alternatively, instead of observing a single Ik(x0i ) for each η⊕k , we could conduct N
computer output simulations under η⊕k to obtain Ik,j(x0i ), j = 1, . . . , N . This method treats
each η⊕k , in turn, as ηˆ in Subsection 2.2.5, allowing estimation of an expected improvement
value EI(x0i )k (see (2.25)) at input vector x0i for each η⊕k . The values EI(x0i )k, k = 1, . . . , K,
form the distribution of posterior predictive expected improvement for input vector x0i . Both
the distribution of posterior predictive improvement (discussed in the preceding paragraph)
and the distribution of posterior predictive expected improvement have the same mean and
thereby yield the same Bayesian expected improvement. Note, however, that computing an
expected improvement for each η⊕k before averaging across the set of all η⊕k , while yielding a
distribution with less variability, also imposes a heavier computational burden. Therefore,
if only an estimate of Bayesian expected improvement is required, the former procedure
suffices.
As in the discussion of expected improvement in Subsection 2.2.5.3, computing Bayesian
expected improvement naturally leads to an iterative optimization procedure. We may
execute the computer model at the candidate input vector with the largest Bayesian expected
improvement, obtain the resulting computer output, and (optionally) conduct another MCMC
to construct an updated posterior parameter distribution for the joint GaSP model. The
updated posterior parameter distribution and the new computer output lead to better-
informed Bayesian expected improvement values at the collection of candidate input vectors.
Even if recycling the original posterior parameter draws, the result of the single additional
computer model execution informs subsequent expected improvement calculations. Iterating
this procedure successively identifies the most promising input vector until continued iteration
produces no further improvement in ymax, or until no candidate input vector exhibits positive
expected improvement, whichever occurs first.
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3.5 Illustrative Example
3.5.1 Constructing a parameter grid
To illustrate the methodology introduced in this chapter, we revisit Example 1, first
explored in Subsection 2.3.2. After executing the simulated computer model at the collection
of input vectors depicted in Figure 2.1, we may fit model (2.13) as described previously in
Chapter 3. The posterior distribution of model parameters may be obtained via the MCMC
procedure discussed in Subsection 3.3.2. This first requires evaluating the likelihood function
at the nodes of a five-dimensional parameter grid constructed as described in Subsection
3.2.2. The two-stage grid construction procedure first manipulates (θ, ρ, c) to identify “high-
likelihood” grid nodes of the form (θ, ρ, c, µˆ, σˆ2), where µˆ and σˆ2 represent conditional MLEas,
given values of the first three parameters. The second stage systematically manipulates (µ, σ2)
around each (µˆ, σˆ2) identified in stage one to produce nodes (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2) whose log-likelihood
lies within χ20.99;5/2 of that of the global MLE, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.1.
When applied to the example discussed in the preceding paragraph, the parameter grid
construction algorithm of Subsection 3.2.2.4 yielded 7, 409 parameter grid nodes (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2)
and their corresponding likelihood values, computed as per (2.23b). The observed node count
results from the particular values chosen for the additive constants in templates (3.2) and
(3.4): (t, r, d) = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) and (m, s) = (0.5, 0.25). Figure 3.1 displays a group of (µ, σ2)
grid nodes selected during stage-two grid expansion. All nodes depicted in Figure 3.1 share
the parameter values (θ, ρ, c) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6), identified as “high-likelihood” in stage-one
grid expansion. That is, Figure 3.1 depicts expansion in the µ and σ2 dimensions around
the grid node (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6, µˆ, σˆ2), where µˆ and σˆ2 are MLEas conditional
upon (θ, ρ, c) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6). Contour lines reveal the smooth curvature present in this
cross-section of the log-likelihood function. Note that most depicted grid nodes lie compactly
circumscribed by the outer contour line, a consequence of only selecting nodes with log-
likelihood values of at least l∗ − τ , as discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.4.
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Figure 3.1 Partial result of stage-two parameter grid construction procedure. Contour lines
depict the log-likelihood function, for fixed (θ, ρ, c) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6), computed
at the selected parameter grid nodes indicated by open circles.
3.5.2 Approximating the likelihood function
Although the procedure of Subsection 3.2.2 yields likelihood values at a collection of
“high-likelihood” parameter grid nodes, the MCMC procedure for drawing from the posterior
parameter distribution of model (2.13) requires ability quickly to evaluate the likelihood
function anywhere in the parameter space. As each likelihood evaluation requires substan-
tial Monte Carlo computation, approximating the log-likelihood function as described in
Subsection 3.3.1 provides an efficient solution.
Figure 3.2 displays a cross-section of the approximated log-likelihood function that results
from fitting the generalized additive model (3.6) to the log-likelihood values of all parameter
grid nodes with acceptably high likelihood, including those depicted in Figure 3.1. The
contour lines in Figure 3.2 correspond to approximated log-likelihood values provided by
the R package mgcv (R Core Team 2015; Wood 2013) at the depicted collection of regularly
spaced new parameter grid nodes. As the figure reveals, this log-likelihood approximation
permits extrapolation outside the elliptical parameter region depicted in Figure 3.1. However,
as the limited parameter grid of Figure 3.1 encompasses the entire “high-likelihood” region
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Figure 3.2 Approximated log-likelihood function for fixed (θ, ρ, c) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6). Contour
lines correspond to approximated log-likelihood values obtained at the parameter
grid nodes indicated by open circles.
(conditional upon (θ, ρ, c) = (0.9, 0.58, 0.6)), the ensuing MCMC parameter-draw procedure
will unlikely require such extrapolation.
3.5.3 Drawing from the posterior parameter distribution
The joint prior parameter distribution (3.7), constructed from the marginal prior distri-
butions specified in Table 3.1, appropriately suits the current example. Combining this with
the likelihood function (2.14) yields the joint posterior distribution (3.8) of the parameters
of model (2.13). This posterior distribution is approximable by replacing (2.14) with the
likelihood approximation produced in Subsection 3.5.2. We may then draw from the joint
posterior parameter distribution by implementing the Metropolis algorithm discussed in
Subsection 3.3.2.3. Figure 3.3 displays kernel density estimates of the resulting marginal pos-
terior distributions; Figure 3.4 displays corresponding trace plots, which indicate satisfactory
Markov chain mixing. The Metropolis execution consisted of 100, 000 posterior parameter
draws with an acceptance rate of 31.5%; the first tenth of these draws were discarded as
burn-in. Although the kernel density estimates of Figure 3.3 involve all the remaining draws,
the trace plots of Figure 3.4 were thinned to display every tenth draw.
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Figure 3.3 Posterior kernel density estimates of model (2.13) parameters
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Figure 3.4 Trace plots of posterior draws of model (2.13) parameters (every tenth draw)
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Figure 3.5 Bayesian expected improvement. x1 and x2 denote computer model input vari-
ables; gray shading indicates feasible region; black closed circles, with resulting
output, indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions;
small numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected improvement; open
circle indicates maximum expected improvement; green closed circle indicates
true maximum.
3.5.4 Computing Bayesian expected improvement
Figure 3.5 displays Bayesian expected improvement, calculated as described in Section
3.4, at a collection of 400 candidate input vectors. At each input vector x0i , improvement
statistics Ik(x0i ) are computed, as described in Subsection 3.4.2, from the parameter draws
η⊕k selected in Subsection 3.5.3. Prior to computing the Ik(x0i ), the large collection of η⊕k
depicted in Figure 3.4 was further thinned to yield a smaller collection of Ik(x0i ) at each
x0i , thereby reducing computational burden. The improvement statistics, weighted by their
corresponding importance weights dk, form a posterior predictive improvement distribution
at each x0i . Figure 3.5 displays each distribution’s mean (Bayesian expected improvement)
at the appropriate x0i . Positive values of expected improvement appear in red; locations of
zero expected improvement appear in blue. The largest value, EI = 0.04, is circled in red.
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Comparing Figures 3.5 and 2.3 reveals striking similarities between the Bayesian and
likelihood-based expected improvement methods discussed in Subsections 3.4.2 and 2.2.5.3,
respectively. Both figures show approximately the same area of the computer model input
space resulting in positive expected improvement, and both methods select the same input
vector of maximum expected improvement, circled in red in both figures.
As in Figure 2.3, the true maximum is displayed as a green closed circle on the lower edge of
the feasible region. The previously observed ymax, indicated by a red closed circle, lies slightly
above and to the right. As with the previous (non-Bayesian) presentation of this example
in Subsection 2.3.2, the optimization procedure directs its search toward the interior of the
feasible region, helping to avoid a failed computer model execution. A complete optimization
procedure would require executing the computer model at the circled input vector, optionally
redrawing the GaSP model parameters via MCMC, and recalculating Bayesian expected
improvement at the set of candidate computer model input vectors. This iterative process is
demonstrated in Subsection 4.4.4, in which Figure 4.10 illustrates continuing until successive
iterations yield no further improvement in ymax.
3.6 Conclusion
The Bayesian approach to computer model optimization acknowledges uncertainty in
parameter estimates of the joint model for computer output and the region of hidden con-
straints. The MCMC procedure for selecting draws from the posterior parameter distribution
requires ability quickly to evaluate the likelihood function at any selected point in the pa-
rameter space. As evaluating the likelihood function requires its own Monte Carlo procedure
(potentially time-consuming if executed for many different parameter values), we propose
an algorithm for selectively evaluating the likelihood function on a grid of high-likelihood
parameter values and then approximating it elsewhere via a generalized additive model.
This facilitates timely draws from the posterior parameter distribution, which in turn allow
computation of Bayesian expected improvement across the computer model input space via
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similar methodology as described in Chapter 2. Finally, iterative optimization may pro-
ceed by successively executing the computer model at the input vector yielding the largest
Bayesian expected improvement.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPUTER MODEL OPTIMIZATION
WITHIN HIDDEN CONSTRAINTS: APPLICATION TO
MATHEMATICAL ECOLOGY
4.1 Predator-Prey Systems
4.1.1 Introduction
This chapter describes application of the computer model optimization techniques in-
troduced in Chapters 2 and 3 to a mathematical-ecological context. Suppose there exists
a simple ecosystem in which two interdependent species, predator and prey, interact. Prey
constitute the predators’ food source; therefore, prey abundance yields predator abundance.
A surge of predators reduces the prey population, in turn reducing the predator population,
and so on. Although population sizes may oscillate periodically, under certain conditions
such a system may sustain itself indefinitely.
Now suppose there exist motivation and means to harvest prey from the two-species
system for external consumption. Prey may be continually gleaned from the system at a
specified rate, and the predator population may similarly be reduced to increase the prey
quantity available for harvest. In addition, suppose a computer model representation of
the ecosystem may fail due to hidden constraints arising from dubious model representation
of certain population states. By applying the computer model optimization techniques of
Chapters 2 and 3, this chapter demonstrates selection of prey harvest and predator reduction
rates that maximize the computer model output total prey harvest over time. Section 4.2
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introduces hidden constraints in this context, Section 4.3 details the optimization problem,
and Section 4.4 presents an illustrative example.
4.1.2 Lotka-Volterra model
As discussed in Berryman (1992), Alfred Lotka (1925), shortly followed by Vito Volterra
(1928, translated in Chapman 1931), developed a mathematical model for two-species inter-
action between predators and prey (or parasite and host, as contextualized by Lotka). Their
model specifies that in the absence of each other, the prey species experiences exponential
growth while the predator species experiences exponential decay. In each other’s presence,
species interaction is modeled according to the Law of Mass Action, a fundamental law of
chemistry first identified by Waage and Guldberg (1864, translated by Abrash 1986). In the
present context, this law implies that interaction between predators and prey changes each
population at a rate proportional to the product of the population sizes.
Lotka and Volterra expressed the aforementioned model characteristics in the system of
differential equations
dx
dt
= αx− βxy (4.1a)
dy
dt
= −γy + δxy, (4.1b)
where (4.1) describes the changes in prey (x) and predator (y) populations over time (t).
The prey species grows naturally in proportion to its population size, regulated by the
parameter α. As the two species interact, the prey population declines in proportion to
the product of population sizes, regulated by the parameter β. In contrast, the predator
species declines naturally in proportion to its population size, regulated by the parameter
γ. Upon interaction with prey, the predator population grows in proportion to the product
of population sizes, regulated by the parameter δ. Although the theory of predator-prey
interaction has evolved since creation of the Lotka-Volterra model (see Berryman 1992), the
model plays a foundational role in mathematical ecology.
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4.2 Lotka-Volterra Model Inadequacy
4.2.1 Modeling small populations
Solutions to the Lotka-Volterra equations typically exhibit periodic behavior. That is,
following a decrease in the prey population, the predator population declines for lack of
food, causing prey resurgence and a consequential predator increase, and so on. Predator
and prey populations may even take turns declining to near extinction before eventually
recovering and repeating the cycle indefinitely. According to Mollison (1991, p. 284), modeling
discrete populations with continuous models creates unrealistic scenarios due to an “inability
to let population variables reach the value zero.” That is, instead of modeling a species’
extinction when its population declines to an unsustainable low, the Lotka-Volterra model
may unrealistically represent population recovery from a near-zero level (e.g. a fractional
individual). Campillo and Lobry (2012, p. 1) therefore state “this kind of modeling with
differential equations is valid only if one unit of both x and y represents a large number
of both predator and prey individuals.” However, rather than fully addressing the dubious
representation of very small populations, this qualification only warns of possible model
shortcomings.
4.2.2 Hidden constraints
To acknowledge the model’s potential misrepresentation of small-population dynamics, we
may invalidate its representation of minuscule populations. That is, if the prey or predator
population drops below some near-zero feasibility threshold of φ individuals,1 the Lotka-
Volterra model may receive failure designation for inadequately representing a particular
population state. If discovery of such a failure requires exploring the solution of (4.1) by
1The example of Section 4.4 considers the hypothetical case of φ = 4 individuals; however, different species
likely exhibit different feasibility thresholds. For the discussion and examples that follow, both prey and
predator populations are subject to the same feasibility threshold, φ. However, separate species feasibility
thresholds could easily be implemented if desired or if scientifically appropriate.
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executing a computer model, that computer model is then subject to hidden constraints.2
This potentially complicates the optimization problem described in Subsection 4.1.1 by
introducing infeasible regions to the computer model input space. The following section
provides context for this input space and details the corresponding optimization problem.
4.3 Computer Model Optimization: Maximizing Prey Harvest
Suppose we wish to interfere with the predator-prey system (4.1) by harvesting prey at a
rate proportional to its population size. To compensate for this additional burden on prey,
thereby avoiding its quick extinction, we may also reduce the predator population at a rate
proportional to its size. Letting κ govern the rate of prey harvest and letting τ govern the
rate of predator reduction yields the following version of the Lotka-Volterra equations:
dx
dt
= αx− βxy − κx (4.2a)
dy
dt
= −γy + δxy − τy. (4.2b)
Viewing the prey population size as a function of time, x(t), we may express total prey harvest
until time T as
Hκ,τ (T ) ≡
T∫
0
κx(t) dt. (4.3)
Using (4.2) and (4.3), we may construct a computer model that returns Hκ,τ (T ) as a function
of the prey harvest parameter, κ, and the predator reduction parameter, τ . Values of these
computer model input variables may then be selected to maximize Hκ,τ (T ), total prey harvest
until time T , occasionally referenced henceforth as total prey harvest. Finding values of κ and
τ that maximize Hκ,τ (T ) is complicated as certain combinations may cause the modeled prey
or predator population to reach an unsustainably low level below some near-zero feasibility
2Section 2.1 discussed hidden constraints in the context of computationally expensive computer models
with high motivation to avoid failed model executions. Although (4.1) may be explored at modest computa-
tional expense, a convenient technique for approximating the solution to such differential equation systems
involves implementing Euler’s method, via a simple computer code, to evaluate the prey and predator pop-
ulation sizes at a series of discrete time steps. Thus, (4.1) fits the definition of computer model given in
Subsection 2.1.1 and suits the present context.
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threshold, φ. In such case, the computer model violates a hidden constraint, as discussed in
Subsection 4.2.2, and fails to return an output value.
4.4 Illustrative Example
4.4.1 Population sizes over time
Consider the system of differential equations presented in (4.2). The solution to this
system consists of the pair of functions x(t) and y(t) that model prey and predator population
sizes, respectively, over time. Figure 4.1 displays an approximated solution to (4.2) for the
values of model parameters presented in Table 4.1. Constructed via Euler’s method, the
figure tracks both populations through 10, 000 time steps of size ∆t = 1, starting at initial
values x(0) = 100 and y(0) = 50. Note the periodic behavior mentioned in Subsections 4.1.1
and 4.2.1: a rise in the prey population allows predators subsequently to flourish on plentiful
food; abundant predators then dwindle the prey population, in turn shrinking the predator
population following a short delay. Although the predators periodically approach extinction,
both populations continually remain above the dashed feasibility threshold for both species,
φ = 4 individuals. Thus, the computer model (i.e. implementation of Euler’s method) used
to construct the solution shown in Figure 4.1 did not violate the hidden constraint introduced
in Subsection 4.2.2.
4.4.2 Computer model execution
Suppose a predator-prey system follows (4.2) with values of the parameters α, β, γ, and
δ given in Table 4.1. Maximizing (4.3), total prey harvest until time T , requires selecting
appropriate values of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) parameters. Consider
Table 4.1 Parameter choices for model (4.2) used to create Figure 4.1
α β γ δ κ τ φ
0.002 0.0001 0.001 0.00002 0.0001469 0.001375 4
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Figure 4.1 Solution to (4.2) depicting feasibility threshold, φ = 4, and prey and predator
population sizes until time T = 10, 000. Parameter choices for model (4.2)
appear in Table 4.1; initial population sizes are 100 prey and 50 predators.
the computer model that takes the input vector (κ, τ)′ and returns Hκ,τ (T ), total prey harvest
until time T . For the present example, this computer model was constructed by implementing
Euler’s method on (4.2) to approximate both population sizes through 10, 000 time steps of
size ∆t = 1, starting at initial values x(0) = 100 and y(0) = 50, as exemplified in Figure 4.1.
A hidden constraint was violated whenever an input vector (κ, τ)′ yielded reduction of either
population below the feasibility threshold φ = 4 before time T = 10, 000.
Figure 4.2 displays the result of executing the computer model at n = 20 input vectors,
(κ, τ)′, selected according to a space-filling Latin hypercube design (McKay, Beckman, and
Conover, 1979; Santner, Williams, and Notz, 2003, p. 127); the input space was scaled from
[0, 0.00025]× [0, 0.002] to [0, 1]2. When executed at an input vector designated by an open
square, the computer model failed due to a hidden constraint violation. Computer model
output values (Hκ,τ (10, 000) ≡ total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000) appear below the
closed circles, which represent input vectors of successful computer model executions. The
input vector resulting in maximum total prey harvest, ymax = 141.27, is indicated in red.
Failed computer model executions primarily lie at the right side of Figure 4.2, where large
values of κ signify heavy prey harvest. This suggests that high prey harvest rates either
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Figure 4.2 Result of computer model executions: total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000.
κ and τ denote computer model input variables governing prey harvest and
predator reduction, respectively; closed circles, with resulting output, indicate
successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions.
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force the prey population below its feasibility threshold or reduce predator food supply, thus
forcing the predator population below its feasibility threshold.3 The left portion of Figure 4.2
indicates 10 successful computer model executions. Although these primarily appear at lower
prey harvest rates, values of the prey harvest input variable (κ) for two successful executions
(y = 128.74 and ymax = 141.27) exceed the κ values of two failed executions, both of which
have high values of the predator reduction input variable (τ). Thus, it appears that high
predator reduction rates may reduce the predator population below its feasibility threshold.
Results of the first n = 20 computer model executions indicate that both prey harvest and
predator reduction play a role in determining the computer model’s feasible region.
4.4.3 Optimization via expected improvement: maximum likelihood approach
Values of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) input variables may be selected
to maximize total prey harvest until time T by applying the optimization procedure developed
and exemplified in Chapter 2. This first requires maximum likelihood estimation of the
parameters of (2.13), the joint GaSP model for computer output and the region of hidden
constraints. Next, expected improvement is computed at selected locations across the input
space depicted in Figure 4.2. The computer model is then executed at the input vector
exhibiting the largest expected improvement. This process repeats until satisfaction of one
of the termination criteria defined in Subsection 2.2.5.3, indicating apparent achievement of
maximum total prey harvest.
3Although not evident from the small set of n = 20 computer model executions in Figure 4.2, nearly
the entire infeasible region in this example arises from the second of these computer model failure modes.
Particular characteristics of this example (e.g. values of the parameters α, β, γ, and δ given in Table 4.1
and the selected initial conditions, x(0) = 100 and y(0) = 50) make the predator population vulnerable to
declining below its feasibility threshold. However, a small corner of the infeasible region in Figure 4.2 (where
τ ≤ 0.0125 and κ ≥ 0.8625) arises from the first aforementioned computer model failure mode, decline of
prey below its feasibility threshold.
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Figure 4.3 Profile log-likelihood function of parameters of (2.13) for prey harvest example
Table 4.2 Estimates of model (2.13) parameters for prey harvest example
θ ρ c µ σ2
0.55 -0.54 -0.14 45.36 6036.65
4.4.3.1 Estimating model parameters
Fitting model (2.13) to the data in Figure 4.2 requires numerically maximizing the
estimated likelihood function (2.23b). Figure 4.3 displays the profile log-likelihood function
of θ and ρ, maximized in c, with a closed circle indicating its peak. Table 4.2 displays the
corresponding parameter estimates, where the closed-form expressions in (2.15) yield the
approximate maximum likelihood estimates (MLEas) µˆ and σˆ2, conditional upon the specified
values of θˆ, ρˆ, and cˆ.
Unlike in the examples of Sections 2.3 and 3.5, ρˆ is negative in this case. This results
from the particular pattern of computer output and failed executions evident in Figure 4.2.
The figure reveals that total prey harvest generally increases from left to right until hidden
constraints cause abrupt dominance of failed executions. This pattern suggests apparent
negative association between computer output and the presence of hidden constraints. Model
(2.13) is capable of modeling this association via the parameter ρ. In the fitted statistical
model, a negative ρˆ implies that Y (·) increases while Z(·) decreases, modeling a region of
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hidden constraints when Z(·) decreases below cˆ, as expressed in (2.11). This association
suggests that greater total prey harvest, taken too far, results in computer model failure.
The features of Figure 4.2 and the parameter estimates in Table 4.2 thus reveal the value in
a statistical model that links the stochastic processes Y (·) and Z(·). Model (2.13) forms the
basis for a computer model optimization framework that respects hidden constraints. In the
following subsection, the parameter estimates of Table 4.2 will be used to compute expected
improvement according to the procedure described in Subsection 2.2.5.
4.4.3.2 Computing expected improvement
Before computing expected improvement across the computer model input space, we
may re-examine Figure 4.2 to consider plausible regions of positive expected improvement.
Relatively low computer model output values appear near the figure’s left edge, and output
levels rise as κ increases. The largest computer model output values in Figure 4.2 (y = 128.74
and ymax = 141.27) lie near the center, arranged in increasing order from bottom to top, as
τ increases. Ignoring the failed executions on the right side of the figure, it seems logical to
search for the global maximum starting near the current ymax and extending toward the top
right corner of the input space. However, the presence of failed computer model executions
suggests caution in this region. As we desire efficient optimization, we wish to avoid executing
the computer model at input vectors in regions of hidden constraints. Thus, we hope the
expected improvement optimization procedure of Subsection 2.2.5 keeps its search within the
feasible region.
Figure 4.4 displays expected improvement, calculated as in (2.25), at a collection of 400
candidate computer model input vectors. Positive values of expected improvement appear
in red, and locations of zero expected improvement appear in blue. The largest expected
improvement value, EI = 4.32, circled in bold red, lies above the previously observed ymax in
the direction of larger τ . Other expected improvement values larger than 2 are also circled.
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Figure 4.4 Expected improvement: optimization step 1 (maximum likelihood approach).
κ and τ denote computer model input variables governing prey harvest and
predator reduction, respectively; gray shading indicates feasible region; black
closed circles, with resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000),
indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions; small
numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected improvement; thin
open circles indicate EI > 2; bold open circle indicates maximum expected
improvement; green closed circle indicates true maximum.
The true maximum of the input space appears as a large green closed circle4 on the edge of
the gray-shaded feasible region. As desired, the first iteration of the optimization procedure
selected an input vector inside the feasible region. The input space outside the feasible region
primarily exhibits zero expected improvement, although some relatively small positive values
appear in regions lacking computer model executions. Thus, Figure 4.4 suggests that the
optimization procedure generally respects hidden constraints.
Two notable infeasible areas with positive expected improvement lie, near (κ > 0.6, τ ≈
0.5) and (κ ≈ 1, τ > 0.5), respectively. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.1, expected improve-
4Figure 4.1 depicts prey and predator population sizes until time T = 10, 000 for the values of κ and τ
appearing in Table 4.1. These values of κ and τ correspond to the green closed circle representing the true
ymax in Figure 4.4. Note that Figure 4.4 depicts κ and τ on a standardized scale, [0, 1].
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ment often appears in areas of high model uncertainty. Thus, positive expected improvement
in these areas may result from the lack of nearby computer model executions. Note that the
primary region of large expected improvement coincides closely with the edge of the feasible
region. In this area, the initial Latin hypercube design coincidentally placed three computer
model executions just outside the feasible region border. These failed executions may assist
the model in confining positive expected improvement to the feasible region.
The shape of the gray-shaded feasible region in Figure 4.4 provides interesting insight
into the effect of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) input variables on total
prey harvest until time T = 10, 000. High predator reduction rates (τ > 0.9) may result in
bountiful total prey harvest, provided the prey harvest rate is relatively low (κ ≈ 0.3).5 At
such high predator reduction levels, however, higher prey harvest rates create a predator
food shortage, forcing the predator population below its feasibility threshold and causing
computer model failure. With a moderate prey harvest rate (κ ≈ 0.6), a moderate predator
reduction rate (0.4 . τ . 0.6) yields a relatively bountiful total prey harvest. However, at
this prey harvest level, higher predator reduction rates reduce the predator population below
its feasibility threshold. Similarly, smaller predator reduction rates leave excess predators
unable to survive on the limited food supply, again causing predator extinction.
4.4.3.3 Complete optimization
Continuing the optimization process requires executing the computer model at the boldly
circled input vector in Figure 4.4, optionally refitting the joint GaSP model (2.13) using the
estimated likelihood function (2.23b), and recalculating expected improvement as described in
Subsection 2.2.5. These steps repeat until successive iterations yield no further improvement
in ymax, or until no candidate input vector exhibits positive expected improvement, whichever
occurs first. Figure 4.5 displays the updated expected improvement map following computer
model execution at the boldly circled input vector of Figure 4.4. Note the reduced size of
5Note that although κ and τ govern the prey harvest and predator reduction rates as expressed in (4.2),
they are model parameters (and computer model input variables), rather than rates of population adjustment.
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Figure 4.5 Expected improvement: optimization step 2 (maximum likelihood approach).
κ and τ denote computer model input variables governing prey harvest and
predator reduction, respectively; gray shading indicates feasible region; black
closed circles, with resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000),
indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions; small
numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected improvement; thin
open circles indicate EI > 2; bold open circle indicates maximum expected
improvement; green closed circle indicates true maximum.
the region of positive expected improvement evident in Figure 4.5. The number of circled
input vectors (those exhibiting expected improvement larger than 2) has decreased by eight.
Expected improvement values in Figure 4.5 depend in part on the newly obtained computer
output value ymax = 148.87, but the optional step of re-estimating the parameters of model
(2.13) was omitted to improve computational efficiency. Instead, the parameter estimates of
Table 4.2 were reused at each step toward optimization. This is permissible as small parameter
perturbations negligibly affect model predictions (as previously discussed in Subsection 2.2.4),
which play the primary role in determining expected improvement.
A slight discrepancy exists between the largest expected improvement value in Figure 4.4
(EI = 4.32, circled in bold) and the corresponding realized improvement value (148.87 −
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141.27 = 7.60) at this input vector in Figure 4.5. The contour lines on Figures 4.4 and 4.5
reveal that computer model output increases toward the feasible region’s edge, approaching
the true global maximum, indicated by a green closed circle. However, due to several failed
computer model executions just outside the feasible border, expected improvement decreases
approaching this edge. This yields underestimation of realized improvement at the selected
input vector. Despite this underestimation, the method selected an appropriate feasible input
vector, thereby contributing toward the optimization.
Figure 4.6 depicts complete execution of the optimization procedure to identify values
of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) input variables that maximize computer
model output, total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000. Each selected computer model input
vector is symbolized by the numeral corresponding to its optimization iteration of selection.
Feasible selections appear in red, while infeasible selections are colored blue. Although the
first two iterations failed to identify the input vector yielding maximum total prey harvest,
both made selections within the feasible region. The third iteration correctly identified the
input vector of maximum prey harvest, but four additional iterations were required to confirm
its status as the apparent global maximum. As the input vector of maximum total prey
harvest lies on the edge of the feasible region, nearby infeasible input vectors are prone to
exhibiting positive expected improvement. Consequently, the four final iterations identified
input vectors of high expected improvement slightly outside the edge of the feasible region.
With each successive iteration depicted in Figure 4.6, the number of input vectors with
positive expected improvement decreased, as depicted in Figures A.1 – A.6 in the Appendix.
The eighth iteration, depicted in Figure A.6, produced no points of positive expected improve-
ment. Thus, no input vector was selected, and the procedure concluded having identified the
input vector yielding maximum total prey harvest on the third iteration. Despite the chal-
lenge posed by the optimum’s proximity to the infeasible region, the optimization procedure
yielded the correct result in a reasonable number of iterations.
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Figure 4.6 Steps toward optimization (maximum likelihood approach); selection 3 identified
as maximum when selection 7 leads to zero expected improvement. κ and τ
denote computer model input variables governing prey harvest and predator
reduction, respectively; gray shading indicates feasible region; red numerals,
with resulting output, indicate successful executions made during optimization;
blue numerals indicate failed executions made during optimization; black closed
circles, with resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000), indicate
initial successful executions; open squares indicate initial failed executions; bold
open circle indicates identified maximum; green closed circle indicates true
maximum.
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4.4.4 Optimization via expected improvement: Bayesian approach
As an alternative to the maximum likelihood approach exemplified in Subsection 4.4.3,
values of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) input variables may be selected via
the Bayesian optimization procedure developed and exemplified in Chapter 3. This requires
approximating the likelihood function of (2.13), the joint GaSP model for computer output
and the region of hidden constraints, and estimating the model’s parameters via a Markov
chain Monte Carlo procedure, as discussed in Section 3.3. Next, it demands repeatedly
computing Bayesian expected improvement across the computer model input space displayed
in Figure 4.2 and accordingly selecting new input vectors for computer model execution,
as discussed in Section 3.4. Similar to the process demonstrated in Subsection 4.4.3, the
Bayesian method aims to identify values of κ and τ that yield maximum total prey harvest.
4.4.4.1 Estimating model parameters
Parameter estimation in the Bayesian paradigm first requires selectively evaluating the
likelihood function as described in Section 3.2. The two-stage parameter grid construction
procedure initially identifies the collection of parameter grid nodes (θ, ρ, c, µ, σ2) with ac-
ceptably high likelihood, as determined by the criterion of Subsection 3.2.2. The likelihood
values of these grid nodes, computed as described in Subsection 2.2.4.2, then inform (3.6),
the generalized additive model that models the log-likelihood as a smooth function over the
five-dimensional parameter space. This model then provides approximated log-likelihood
values to the MCMC procedure described in Subsection 3.3.2.3, which combines likelihood
information with the prior parameter distribution (3.7) to draw from (3.8), the posterior
parameter distribution of model (2.13). In the prey harvesting example of this section, the
Metropolis algorithm used to execute the MCMC procedure consisted of 12, 000 posterior
draws with an acceptance rate of 33.8%, the first tenth of which were discarded as burn-in.
As in Subsection 3.3.2.3, Metropolis proposals were restricted to the smallest five-dimensional
cuboid containing all parameter grid nodes whose likelihood was computed. Figure 4.7 dis-
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Figure 4.7 Posterior kernel density estimates of model (2.13) parameters
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Figure 4.8 Trace plots of posterior draws of model (2.13) parameters (every tenth draw)
plays kernel density estimates of the resulting marginal posterior distributions; Figure 4.8
displays corresponding trace plots indicating satisfactory Markov chain mixing.
4.4.4.2 Computing Bayesian expected improvement
By the process described in Section 3.4 and exemplified in Subsection 3.5.4, the posterior
parameter draws depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 yield Bayesian expected improvement at
selected points in the computer model input space. As with the example of Subsection 3.5.4,
computational burden was reduced by further thinning the large collection of parameter
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draws prior to computing improvement statistics at each candidate input vector. Figure
4.9 displays the resulting Bayesian expected improvement at a collection of 400 candidate
computer model input vectors. Positive values of expected improvement appear in red;
locations of zero expected improvement appear in blue. A red closed circle indicates the
previously observed ymax = 141.27, while the largest Bayesian expected improvement value,
EI = 5.51, is circled in bold red. As with the previous (non-Bayesian) presentation of
this example in Subsection 4.4.3, the boldly circled input vector lies within the gray-shaded
feasible region. Bayesian expected improvement values larger than 2, circled in red, cluster
near the point of maximum expected improvement. This cluster follows the edge of the
feasible region that exhibits greatest total prey harvest, as indicated by the contour lines in
Figure 4.9. It also extends into an unexplored portion of the infeasible region but terminates
upon approaching the input vectors of failed computer model executions. This confirms that
failed executions reduce expected improvement at nearby input vectors, although the effect
appears less pronounced than in Figure 4.4, the non-Bayesian counterpart of Figure 4.9.
As mentioned, Bayesian expected improvement generally decreases upon approaching
the input vector of a failed computer model execution. However, as observed along the
right edge of Figure 4.9, larger expected improvement reappears outside the vicinity of such
failed executions. This reflects behavior of the underlying joint GaSP model for computer
output and the region of hidden constraints. Absent computer model execution attempts,
the stochastic process feasibility model Z(·), introduced in Subsection 2.2.3.1, approaches its
mean, thereby generally exceeding posterior draws of the threshold parameter, c, and thus
yielding positive expected improvement in unexplored areas. High expected improvement
in the upper right corner of Figure 4.9 may also result from the increasing prey harvest
trend that rises toward this corner throughout the feasible region. Satisfaction of both
conditions mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1 (potential for large computer output combined with
uncertainty due to lack of exploration) makes this area prime for relatively large Bayesian
expected improvement values.
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Figure 4.9 Expected improvement: optimization step 1 (Bayesian method). κ and τ denote
computer model input variables governing prey harvest and predator reduction,
respectively; gray shading indicates feasible region; black closed circles, with
resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000), indicate successful
executions; open squares indicate failed executions; small numerals indicate zero
(blue) or positive (red) expected improvement; thin open circles indicate EI > 2;
bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement; green closed circle
indicates true maximum.
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Despite relatively high Bayesian expected improvement in the aforementioned regions
exhibiting computer output uncertainty, the joint GaSP model has effectively ruled out two
unexplored areas. First, the upper right corner of high expected improvement lies separated
from the feasible region by a large area of zero expected improvement, precisely demarcated
by five failed computer model executions. Second, the bottom right corner exhibits a region
of zero expected improvement bordered by four failed executions. These regions indicate that
the proposed optimization procedure sensibly eliminates clusters of input vectors surrounded
by failed computer model executions.
As in Figure 4.4, a large green closed circle signifies the input vector corresponding to
the true maximum total prey harvest, which in this case coincides with the boldly circled
point of maximum Bayesian expected improvement. Thus, the Bayesian procedure correctly
identified the global optimum in a single step. Although the procedure immediately identified
the input vector that maximizes total prey harvest, knowledge of this achievement would yet
remain unavailable in a real application. Thus, complete optimization requires executing the
computer model at the input vector of largest Bayesian expected improvement, optionally
redrawing from the posterior parameter distribution of the joint GaSP model via MCMC,
and recalculating Bayesian expected improvement at a set of candidate input vectors. As
before, optimization concludes when successive iterations result in no further improvement
in ymax or yield no candidate input vectors with positive expected improvement.
Comparing Figure 4.9 and its non-Bayesian counterpart, Figure 4.4, reveals some dif-
ferences between the expected improvement computation methods discussed in Subsections
3.4.2 (Bayesian approach) and 2.2.5.3 (maximum likelihood approach). Figure 4.9 shows a
larger area of the computer model input space resulting in positive expected improvement.
This likely stems from Bayesian acknowledgement of parameter uncertainty; that is, instead
of treating MLEs as true parameter values via the “plug-in” approach, Bayesian methodol-
ogy establishes a posterior parameter distribution. This distribution’s variability propagates
through to the posterior predictive distribution of improvement values, Ik(x0i ), k = 1, . . . , K,
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discussed in Subsection 3.4.2, which therefore has greater variability than the analogous
non-Bayesian distribution of improvement statistics, Ij(x0i ), j = 1, . . . , N , discussed in Sub-
section 2.2.5.3. As all improvement distributions are left-truncated at zero, this additional
variability only appears above zero, thereby resulting relatively larger expected improvement
values in Figure 4.9 than in Figure 4.4. Despite this difference, the methods select proximate
computer model input vectors of maximum expected improvement.
4.4.4.3 Complete optimization
Figure 4.10 depicts complete execution of the Bayesian optimization procedure to identify
values of the prey harvest (κ) and predator reduction (τ) input variables yielding maximum
computer model output, total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000. As in Figure 4.6, each
selected computer model input vector is symbolized by the numeral corresponding to its
iteration of selection. Although the procedure correctly identified the maximum prey harvest
(ymax = 174.61) in the first iteration, confirming its status as the apparent global maximum
required further iterations to satisfy the termination criterion introduced in Subsection 2.2.5.3.
As in the likelihood-based example of Subsection 4.4.3.3, the optional parameter re-estimation
between iterations was omitted. Instead, MCMC posterior parameter draws from among
those depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 were used throughout the optimization procedure.
Although the same posterior parameter draws were used throughout the procedure, Bayesian
expected improvement calculations were continually updated to incorporate the output of
each new computer model execution. Figures A.7 – A.11 in the Appendix map expected
improvement across the input space following each successive computer model execution.
Despite correctly assigning the largest initial Bayesian expected improvement value to
the global maximum (as shown in Figure 4.9), Figure 4.10 reveals that the computed value
(EI = 5.51) underestimates the realized improvement (174.61 − 141.27 = 33.34) at the
corresponding input vector. While this mirrors the underestimation observed in the likelihood-
based execution of this example in Subsection 4.4.3.3, immediate identification of the global
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Figure 4.10 Steps toward optimization (Bayesian approach); selection 1 identified as maxi-
mum when selection 5 (crossed out) fails to exceed it. κ and τ denote computer
model input variables governing prey harvest and predator reduction, respec-
tively; gray shading indicates feasible region; red numerals, with resulting
output, indicate successful executions made during optimization; blue numerals
indicate failed executions made during optimization; black closed circles, with
resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000), indicate initial
successful executions; open squares indicate initial failed executions; bold open
circle indicates identified maximum; green closed circle indicates true maximum.
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maximum in this Bayesian execution additionally inflates realized improvement. The global
optimum’s position on the edge of the feasible region also contributes to the discrepancy
between expected and realized improvement. It lies at the culmination of a steep increase
in computer output, depicted by contour lines in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Although computer
output increases right to the edge, expected improvement begins decreasing due to failed
computer model executions beyond the feasible border. Thus, although expected improvement
underestimates realized improvement in this particular example, it correctly identifies the
input vector yielding maximum computer output, as desired in this application.
The second iteration toward optimization identified the upper right corner of the input
space in Figure 4.10 as the region of maximum expected improvement. Note that the selected
input vector, indicated by the appropriate numeral, lies some distance from the three failed
computer model executions surrounding it. Thus, the joint GaSP model identified this corner
as an unexplored area of high improvement potential. As indicated in Chapter 2, points of
maximum expected improvement tend to reside in regions where the model either predicts
an optimal response or exhibits high uncertainty. Prior to the second iteration, a fair amount
of uncertainty remained in this portion of the input space. However, upon executing the
computer model there, the joint GaSP model obtained the information (i.e. presence of a
failed execution) necessary to avoid further attempted computer model executions nearby.
The third and fourth iterations identified input vectors of high expected improvement
close to the global optimum. Selecting input vectors outside the feasible region, however, each
failed to confirm the optimum status of the first selection. Finally, the fifth iteration selected
a point inside the feasible region whose corresponding computer model output value failed to
exceed that of any previously selected input vector. Thus, the global maximum was identified
by iteratively selecting points of maximum expected improvement until the objective function
ceased increasing. Figures A.7 – A.11 in the Appendix display the expected improvement map
updated following each new computer model execution. Figure A.11 displays no expected
improvement, as optimization ceased prior to its calculation. That is, the input vector
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selected in Figure A.10 yields computer output, indicated in Figure A.11, that fails to exceed
ymax = 174.61, thereby satisfying the termination criterion and concluding optimization.
4.5 Conclusion
The Lotka-Volterra model for predator-prey interaction inspires an interesting case study
of optimization within hidden constraints. Maximizing total prey harvest from a predator-
prey system requires selecting appropriate rates of prey harvest and predator reduction.
Hidden constraints arise due to the model’s potentially dubious representation of small popu-
lation sizes. Modeling these constraints jointly with computer model output, via methodology
introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, yields a procedure that correctly identifies the best prey
harvest and predator reduction rates while minimizing failed computer model executions.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Overview
Computer models facilitate exploration of potentially complex systems not easily explored
via physical experimentation. Despite this advantage, computer model experimentation may
present its own challenges. In particular, hidden constraints may lead to computationally
expensive failed executions, thereby hindering progress toward identifying computer model
inputs that maximize or minimize output. This research develops an approach that seeks
improved efficiency of computer model optimization within hidden constraints.
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of hidden constraints and reviews prior approaches to
computer model optimization in this context. Following a discussion of Gaussian stochas-
tic process (GaSP) modeling and expected improvement computation, a novel optimization
approach involving these techniques is proposed. This approach involves jointly modeling
computer output and the region of hidden constraints, aiming to exploit potential depen-
dence between the two. The proposed model’s likelihood function is developed, followed by
discussion of an efficient Monte Carlo technique used to evaluate it. Having shown how to
estimate the model’s parameters, a method is described for computing expected improvement
across the computer model input space. This forms the framework of an efficient computer
model optimization procedure. Chapter 2 concludes with a pair of examples that apply the
proposed optimization procedure and show its advantages in dealing with hidden constraints.
Chapter 3 presents the constrained optimization problem in the Bayesian paradigm. This
requires an MCMC strategy to draw from the joint posterior parameter distribution corre-
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sponding to the model introduced in Chapter 2. Each parameter draw demands evaluating
the likelihood function, an exercise requiring its own Monte Carlo procedure, as indicated in
the preceding paragraph. This chapter introduces a strategic plan for selectively evaluating
the likelihood function and approximating it elsewhere, thereby avoiding a nested Monte
Carlo procedure and making Bayesian analysis feasible. The posterior parameter draws lead
to a distribution of posterior predictive improvement at selected locations in the computer
model input space, from which results Bayesian expected improvement. Chapter 3 concludes
with an example illustrating application of the computer model optimization procedure in
the Bayesian context.
Chapter 4 showcases techniques introduced in the previous two chapters by applying them
to a mathematical-ecological example. The Lotka-Volterra model (Lotka 1925; Volterra 1928,
translated in Chapman 1931) provides a way to model the number of individuals in each
species of a predator-prey system over time. Despite its historical importance, a shortcoming
arises from its potentially dubious representation of small populations. Consequently, a
computer model representation of the Lotka-Volterra model violates a hidden constraint
when either population size falls beneath a specified level. This chapter describes a scenario
in which predators and prey are removed from the system at selectable rates. Methods
developed in previous chapters are then applied to select the rates of prey harvest and
predator reduction that maximize the total prey harvest over certain time period. The
maximum likelihood strategy of Chapter 2 and the Bayesian strategy of Chapter 3 are each
applied to conduct a complete execution of the optimization procedure.
5.2 Findings
This research seeks improved optimization efficiency by reducing the number of failed
computer model executions incurred while searching for the input vector that maximizes or
minimizes computer model output. The examples presented in the preceding chapters indicate
successful progress toward this objective. In Example 1 of Section 2.3, initial computer model
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output visually suggests searching for the optimal input vector near the observed maximum,
in the direction of smaller x2. Exploring this area would lead to attempted computer model
executions in the infeasible region. Instead, the proposed optimization procedure identifies a
region of high expected improvement nearer the interior of the feasible region, in the direction
of larger x2. This correctly guides the search away from the area that would result in failed
computer model executions. Similar results are obtained upon replicating this example in
Section 3.5, while adhering to Bayesian methodology. Example 2 of Section 2.3 illustrates
similar results: despite the intuitive appeal of searching for the global optimum near the
largest observed computer model output, the procedure selects an input vector far toward
the feasible region’s interior. This input vector, selected in a single iteration, is revealed to
neighbor the optimal computer model input vector.
The examples of Section 4.4, involving the modified Lotka-Volterra model for predator-
prey interaction, depict complete execution of the optimization procedure and provide further
evidence of its efficiency. The maximum likelihood approach of Subsection 4.4.3 achieves
the maximum computer model output in three iterations, with no failed computer model
executions. To verify correct identification of the maximum, iterations continue until expected
improvement approaches zero across the input space. Although this results in four failed
computer model executions, each lies extremely near the global maximum, located on the
very edge of the feasible region. In this challenging optimization problem, the proposed
procedure requires relatively few computer model executions to correctly identify the input
vector producing maximum output.
Applied to the same problem as the maximum likelihood approach, the Bayesian approach
of Subsection 4.4.4 achieves maximum computer model output in a single iteration. Similar
to the previous approach, four subsequent iterations are required to verify maximization.
Of the three selected input vectors that result in failed computer model execution, two lie
extremely near the global maximum, located on the edge of the feasible region. The other
failed execution took place in a corner of the input space with relatively few attempted
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executions. Selection of this input vector reflects the nature expected improvement opti-
mization procedures to explore regions with high uncertainty, generally yielding robustness
against fallacious identification of a local maximum as the global maximum. In summary,
the approaches of Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 both produce satisfactory results by correctly
identifying the computer model input vector resulting in maximum output. However, the
Bayesian approach selected the optimum input vector in a single iteration and subsequently
required fewer iterations than the maximum likelihood version.
5.3 Future Research
5.3.1 Efficiency and accuracy verification
This research seeks improved efficiency of computer model optimization within hidden
constraints. Examples presented in previous chapters suggest that by modeling the region of
hidden constraints via a latent Gaussian stochastic process, the proposed optimization pro-
cedure tends to place computer model executions away from infeasible areas of the computer
model input space. Avoiding infeasible regions reduces the number of failed computer model
executions, thereby achieving the goal of improved optimization efficiency. The technique
particularly aids optimization of computationally demanding computer models for which
even failed executions may require lengthy computing times. Future research could quantify
the proposed method’s efficiency by comparing its resulting number of failed computer model
executions to the number incurred by alternative strategies. Unlike previous methods, the
new proposal seeks to exploit dependence between hidden constraints and computer model
output, as discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. A direct comparison to techniques that ignore such
dependence, such as that described in Subsection 2.2.2, could reveal potential advantages of
the novel approach.
Along with examining the reduction in number of failed computer model executions,
additional criteria could provide further evidence supporting the proposed computer model
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optimization strategy. First, the method should reduce the total number computer model
executions (not just limit the number of failed executions) required for optimization. Any
execution of a computationally expensive computer model, regardless of its outcome, increases
the optimization burden. Thus, reducing the total number of executions improves efficiency.
Second, the proposed strategy should meet or exceed the accuracy of previous methods in
identifying the input vector yielding maximum computer model output. The termination rule
introduced in Subsection 2.2.5.3 is a possible target for future investigation in this regard.
The current rule suggests discontinuing optimization when subsequent iterations yield no
further improvement in ymax, or when no candidate input vector yields positive expected
improvement, whichever occurs first. Figures 4.10 and 4.6 respectively depict successful
implementation of each of these alternative termination strategies after correctly identifying
the input vector yielding maximum computer model output. Despite this positive evidence,
ceasing optimization upon observing the first computer model output that fails to exceed the
current ymax could prematurely terminate the procedure, mistakenly identifying the current
ymax as the true global maximum. However, as the procedure relies on expected improvement
to select successive computer model input vectors, it inherently resists mistakenly stopping
at a local maximum, as indicated in Subsection 2.2.1.
Third, the overall computational efficiency of the proposed optimization procedure could
be compared to that of existing methods. Several steps, some of which are subsequently
discussed in Subsection 5.3.2, were taken to ensure computational feasibility. Although some
of the method’s internal procedures require iterative computation, efforts have minimized
their effect on overall efficiency. For example, Subsection 2.2.4.2 describes using importance
sampling to accomplish Monte Carlo integration when evaluating the likelihood function,
thereby gaining efficiency over standard Monte Carlo integration. The strategy was repeated
in Subsection 2.2.5.1 when simulating the latent GaSP for the purpose of computing expected
improvement. Next, to reduce the cumulative computational burden of repeated likelihood
evaluations required for MCMC parameter estimation, Section 3.2 describes a novel method
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by which to minimize the number of required likelihood evaluations. Subsection 3.3.1 then
describes a method of approximating the log-likelihood function at parameter values at which
it was not evaluated. Finally, the step of re-estimating model parameters at each iteration
toward optimization is deemed optional. Avoiding this elective step yields satisfactory re-
sults in the examples of Sections 2.3, 3.5, and 4.4. Collectively, these strategies improve
overall computational efficiency; their efficacy could be evaluated by comparing the proposed
optimization method’s overall computational burden with that of existing alternatives.
5.3.2 Suitability of implemented approximations
The parameter estimation procedure presented in Subsection 2.2.4 involves closed-form
conditional approximate maximum likelihood estimates (MLEas) for the GaSP model param-
eters µ and σ2, expressed in (2.15). Due to the presence of censored observations of the latent
GaSP Z(·) that models the region of hidden constraints, these expressions yield conditional
MLEas, rather than exact conditional MLEs. Their involvement in likelihood evaluation
also yields the approximate MLE ηˆ = (θˆ, ρˆ, cˆ)′. As the resulting parameter estimates affect
expected improvement computation at untried computer model input vectors, they could
conceivably influence the optimization procedure, introduced in Subsection 2.2.5, that relies
on this criterion. Further investigation could examine possible effects of substituting exact
MLEs, or alternative approximations, for the conditional MLEas in (2.15).
A different form of approximation arises in the Bayesian approach presented in Chapter
3. Subsection 3.3.1 implements a generalized additive model (Hastie and Tibshirani 1986) to
approximate the log-likelihood function. This enables selecting posterior parameter draws
without repeatedly executing the Monte Carlo likelihood evaluation method described in Sub-
section 2.2.4.2, thus reducing computational cost. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 compare the actual and
approximated log-likelihood functions and provide evidence supporting the approximation’s
validity. However, the log-likelihood approximation technique merits further investigation to
verify that it yields results similar to those of the Monte Carlo likelihood evaluation method in
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a wide variety of situations. Alternatively, there may exist other log-likelihood approximation
methods that provide superior results yet retain the computational efficiency achieved by the
generalized additive model of Subsection 3.3.1. As stated in Subsection 2.2.4, however, minor
parameter perturbations generally have negligible effect on GaSP model predictions, which
have greater importance in this context. Thus, despite the benefits of further investigation,
the current approximation technique likely suffices.
Finally, the examples of Sections 2.3, 3.5, and 4.4 involve parameter estimation prior to
the start of optimization. Even without the optional parameter re-estimation at each step
toward optimization, these examples yield satisfactory results. Parameter re-estimation likely
has a negligible effect on the optimization process, and its avoidance increases computational
efficiency. However, this practice introduces further approximation, forcing later iterations
to rely on parameter estimates computed without the additional information provided by
computer model output obtained during the optimization process. Repeating the examples
of Sections 2.3, 3.5, and 4.4, updating parameter estimates at each iteration, could provide
evidence to evaluate the appropriateness of avoiding re-estimation to increase efficiency.
5.3.3 Additional considerations
The initial sets of computer model executions in the examples of Sections 2.3, 3.5, and
4.4 were arranged in Latin hypercube designs (McKay, Beckman, and Conover 1979), which
happened to include executions both inside and outside the feasible region. Repeating each
example with alternate initial designs could yield further insight into performance charac-
teristics of the proposed computer model optimization method. Certain designs could pose
a greater challenge than others. For example, beginning with executions exclusively inside
the feasible region might increase the difficulty of modeling the region of hidden constraints
according to (2.11), as it could increase the challenge of estimating of the parameter c. Ex-
amining the effects of alternative designs could provide evidence indicating the number and
placement of failed executions required before the infeasible region is identified and avoided.
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In addition to investigating alternate initial designs, examining the effects of various
feasibility patterns would further test the method’s robustness. The examples of Section 4.4
(but not that of Subsection 2.3.2) involve contiguous feasible regions. Other patterns, partic-
ularly “Swiss cheese” patterns with many small infeasible areas throughout the input space,
could produce different results. Finally, although the presented examples each involve two-
dimensional input vectors, the proposed optimization method applies to higher-dimensional
input spaces as well. Comparing its performance to that of previous methods in such an
environment could provide additional evidence of its effect on optimization efficiency.
5.4 Conclusion
This research presents a novel approach designed to improve the efficiency of computer
model optimization within hidden constraints. Through theoretical exposition and presenta-
tion of motivating examples, it carefully defines and demonstrates the steps required for its
implementation, including discussion of techniques that establish computational feasibility.
Future research will further evaluate its effectiveness and demonstrate its strength as a widely
applicable and useful method of computer model optimization.
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APPENDIX. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
This appendix contains supplementary figures corresponding to examples presented in
Subsection 4.4.3 (Figures A.1 – A.6) and Subsection 4.4.4 (Figures A.7 – A.11).
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Figure A.1 Expected improvement: optimization step 3 (maximum likelihood approach).
κ and τ denote computer model input variables governing prey harvest and
predator reduction, respectively; gray shading indicates feasible region; black
closed circles, with resulting output (total prey harvest until time T = 10, 000),
indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions; small
numerals indicate zero (blue) or positive (red) expected improvement; bold open
circle indicates maximum expected improvement; green closed circle indicates
true maximum.
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Figure A.2 Expected improvement: optimization step 4 (maximum likelihood approach).
Black closed circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.3 Expected improvement: optimization step 5 (maximum likelihood approach).
Black closed circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.4 Expected improvement: optimization step 6 (maximum likelihood approach).
Black closed circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.5 Expected improvement: optimization step 7 (maximum likelihood approach).
Black closed circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed
executions; bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.6 Optimization termination (maximum likelihood approach): no further expected
improvement; step 3 selection identified as maximum. Black closed circles
indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions.
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Figure A.7 Expected improvement: optimization step 2 (Bayesian approach). Black closed
circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions;
bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.8 Expected improvement: optimization step 3 (Bayesian approach). Black closed
circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions;
bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.9 Expected improvement: optimization step 4 (Bayesian approach). Black closed
circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions;
bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.10 Expected improvement: optimization step 5 (Bayesian approach). Black closed
circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions;
bold open circle indicates maximum expected improvement.
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Figure A.11 Optimization termination (Bayesian approach): step 5 selection exceeded by
step 1 selection; expected improvement calculation not required. Black closed
circles indicate successful executions; open squares indicate failed executions.
